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Part 1. Introduction
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A City of Daring

C u m b e r l a n d

Cumberland’s Historic City Center is a national
treasure, a collection of large, multistory mid19th to early 20th-century commercial and
residential buildings that is almost unique in
the nation.
Cumberland boasts one of the highest
concentrations of listings on the National
Register of Historic Places of any small
city in the Mid-Atlantic region, perhaps
the country. But it is the quality and
sophistication of the architectural design and
craftsmanship that makes visitors stop and
stare, all along Baltimore Street. It reflects a
taste and sophistication developed during
Cumberland's long run as a leading Maryland
city.
Cumberland's commitment to the quality
of its public realm attracted the services of
many designers, craftsmen and architects.
Maryland’s “Queen City” became a major
travel destination through the mid-20th
century. Countless visitors came by water, by
rail, by car, and later by bicycle after the canal
towpath was designated a national park.
The City Center’s architectural legacy has

endured. Cumberland is still a queen. Yet
without a streetscape and landscape design
that complements the architecture, the
historic downtown core has been unable
to support the community’s social and
economic health as it was intended to do.
A truly great public street fosters comfort
and delight and is open and flexible enough
to host events of all kinds and sizes. The
qualitative aspects of the streetscape
design—a graceful layout; a high quality of
materials and of light; a safe, comfortable
environment; a sense of welcome; the
interplay between the ground plane and the
urban street walls; the creative deployment
of plantings, lighting, color and texture; and
most importantly, the simplicity, legibility
and elegance of a multi-modal urban zone
that balances the needs of all users and
is dedicated to showcasing Cumberland’s
magnificent buildings—these can finally
unlock the full benefits of Cumberland’s
architectural inheritance, along with its
extraordinary setting, its dynamic and
growing business and cultural sectors and its
thoughtful and highly creative residents.

Cumberland, Maryland has a long history. It
was an early settlement deep in the frontier,
a military outpost, a gateway for pioneers
settling lands to the west, the origin point of
America’s first highway and a major transportation and industrial center through the early
20th century, thanks In large measure to the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, rich natural resources and a
prowess in manufacturing.
The latter period left behind an impressive
legacy of multi-story commercial buildings
that is virtually unique in the nation, including
architectural styles ranging from Italianate to
Art Deco to Beau Arts, Romanesque, Georgian
Revival, and others. These sophistication of
these well-preserved buildings define the
Cumberland’s Historic City Center.
4

1a. Introduction: Vision, Principles & Goals
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Want a new life? Wait here awhile.

C u m b e r l a n d

Vision
Cumberland’s Historic City Center will
again become the community’s much-used
central and ceremonial gathering place, the
preeminent center of pride and identity for
local residents and one of the must-see urban
spaces in the mid-Atlantic for visitors.
This beautiful, thriving hub for activity will
be open, welcoming, beautiful, safe, and
organized in simple, coherent ways. Filled
with very high quality light at all hours of
the day and night, it will showcase the city’s
extraordinary architectural heritage with
contemporary urban flair, creating a stable,
sustainable engine of culture, commerce and
community to propel the city to economic
health, prosperity and vitality.
Guiding Principles
Design decisions are guided by five design
principles: elegance, quality, simplicity, balance
and sustainability.
Goals
The bedrock goal of this streetscape redesign
is to create a safe, beautiful, accessible, central
urban core that fosters pride, community
and economic health, and a shared sense of
ownership and belonging among all who live

and work in Cumberland. It will accomplish
this by:

a more livable and sustainable downtown
by filtering light, cleaning air and water,
managing stormwater, mitigating the heat
island effect, raising property values, and

1. Creating an elegant, highly flexible live/
work/play environment that showcases the
city’s unique character and commitment to
the quality of the public realm.
2. Restoring a high quality of light and
full visibility throughout the corridor at
all times of day and night, unifying the
environment and establishing public safety.
3. Balancing the multi-modal approach
to respect the needs and safety of all
ages, all skill levels and all ability levels
of pedestrians, cyclists, drivers and
passengers.
4. Deploying only design strategies that
knit the Historic City Center together as
a beautiful, well-organized, destinationgrade, central gathering place for the entire
community and visitors, one that flexibly
supports activities of many kinds and at
many scales throughout the year.
5. Integrating deep, permanent arteries of
green infrastructure to support the rapid
growth and health of tall, large-canopy
shade trees and green spaces that create
5

sheltering and extending the lifespan of
historic materials.
6. Supporting the success of businesses
and restaurants throughout the corridor.

1b. Catalytic Design Strategies: The Urban Forest
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

$1 million can accomplish all three of those
important goals at once, while also:

There are many strategic options that can help Cumberland revitalize. Only a few are so
catalytic that, if properly executed and well-integrated with Cumberland's architecture, they
can result in one of the great small city comebacks in contemporary American history.
Money Follows Vision
The question should never be “What can we
afford to do?” The question should be, “What
is in this city's highest and best interest?”
Money is relatively plentiful in the world
compared to vision, to a powerful idea at the
exact moment it can best address intractable
problems in a systemic way. Vision has a way
of magnetizing funding. It rarely works the
other way around. This project is a once-in-alifetime chance to transform this city’s future.
We will not get another.
Revitalization requires a focus on strategies
that are long term solution multipliers—
approaches that address – and continue to
address – multiple disparate needs. “Stacking
functions” in this way allows benefits to flow
on many levels from a single investment.
This plan is built on three primary, interwoven
strategies with benefits that are stacked and
compounding.
Catalyst #1: The Urban Forest
Four dozen tall, large-canopy shade trees and

•
•
•
•

three dozen mini gardens, properly designed
and planted in appropriate volumes of ideal
soil under suspended, permeable sidewalks
along Baltimore Street will likely add $1
million to the project’s budget.

increasing revenues for & from businesses
raising property values
expanding the tax base
and reducing crime?

What if the same investment opened the
street’s extraordinary architecture to full
visibility for the first time in decades, flattering
it with complementary colors and beautiful
filtered light, and sheltered the precious
historic materials, extending their lifespan?

Invest that public money in the market and
it will grow to $3 million in 20 years. For this
reason, a streetscape project must produce
more than triple its value in long-term, welltargeted benefits for this city.

What if you knew the same investment would
reliably transform the city into a beloved
destination for the entire region in 20 years?
What if it began building community pride
and hope at a new level? Strengthened the
city’s social fabric year by year for decades?
Brought the downtown back to full life and
made it fun again?

After running the numbers, some cities have
spent more than $1 million to:
• shelter their commercial core from the sun
and reduce the urban heat island effect,
making the downtown more livable for
residents, workers, visitors, shoppers, diners
and families.

What if the investment also began dropping
wondrous toys (seed balls and leaves as big
as dinner plates) into the hands of underresourced young children, so they would learn
to be excited about the seasons, about nature
and about the downtown from an early age?
What if stormwater management capacity

• commission a spectacular landmark as a
magnet for visitors for decades to come.
• clean the air of pollutants and/or reinforce
stormwater management infrastructure.
Would it be a wise investment if the same one
6

increased and Cumberland’s downtown
became more resilient in the face of stronger
storms, recurring heat waves and droughts?
And if the strategy was among the most
reliable and time-tested available? Now is the
$1 million an obvious choice?
We are rapidly becoming a permanently
urban species. This is appropriate—if you love
nature, you should be living in a city, and if
you live in a city, you should be working to
integrate nature into its urban fabric.
All cities struggle and under-perform until
they develop a beautiful, walkable downtown
where people love to go. This requires wellplanned green spaces at the urban core, where
opportunities to create them are limited and
must not be missed.
The urban forest and green infrastructure
strategies in this plan are not fringe ideas.
They are required by law in Washington,
D.C., and other cities specifically because
they accomplish the benefits cited on this
page. Read DC's Green Infrastructure
Standards here: https://ddot.dc.gov/sites/
default/files/dc/sites/ddot/publication/
attachments/2014-Final%20DDOT%20
Green%20Infrastructure%20Standards.pdf

1c. Catalytic Design Strategies: The Creative Core
R e i m a g i n e
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Few can view the architecture along Baltimore
Street without feeling a sense of respect
for the power of human creativity and
craftsmanship. Yet plantings along the mall
have become so tall that today few can view
the architecture at all. Much is obstructed, and
the mall looks less open and safe.
Opening the mall and its architecture to far
more light and bringing the building facades,
shops, restaurants and other street users
into full visibility will have the same effect
as repairing a strong economic engine and
bringing it back online. Why? It’s because the
economy is driven by community attachment.
The Knight Foundation’s three-year Soul of the
Community (SOTC) study was conducted by
Gallup in 26 communities across the United
States, using a fresh approach to identify the
factors that drive community economic health.
After interviewing some 43,000 people over
three years, researchers found surprising
results. Although great schools, affordable
health care and safe streets all help create
strong communities, the data made it clear
there are stronger forces that bond residents
with their cities and attract new people to put
down roots and build a life.
The findings showed a significant correlation
between what is called “community
7

attachment” and economic growth. Cities with
higher levels of attachment had the highest
rate of GDP growth. Researchers were more
surprised to find the same top three “drivers of
attachment” in all 26 cities they studied:
1. Social offerings
2. Openness and welcomeness
3. Aesthetics
“We found that positive attitudes about
community didn’t vary much based on
respondents’ perceptions of the presence of
jobs or the quality of basic services.
“People with the most favorable opinions
of their cities also were more likely to have
positive assessments of local social offerings,
such as entertainment venues and places to
meet; openness, or how welcoming a place is;
and the area’s aesthetics, or its physical beauty,
the design of buildings, streets, parks and
public amenities.”
How can residents’ feelings about a city’s
physical beauty, its public amenities, its social
opportunities and its sense of openness effect
the local economy?
Another study was underway by a separate
group of researchers that also produced
surprising findings, which, as it happened,
shed considerable light on the SOTC findings.

1d. Catalytic Design Strategies: The Creative Core
R e i m a g i n e

How Can Art and Design Drive
Economic Development?

C u m b e r l a n d
• Core public spaces should embody
all three top drivers of attachment.

How can we revitalize a city without exacerbating inequality or exclusion?
The Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP)
is a research group at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Social Policy & Practice
in Philadelphia. This is a brief summary of their
work.
In 1994, the group began to ask questions and
develop methods to explore the impact of
arts and culture on urban communities. Their
research focuses on the relationship of the
arts to community change with a particular
interest in strategies for neighborhood
revitalization, social inclusion, and community
well-being.
Cultural engagement represents an important
dimension of community well-being by
building social connections within groups
and across social divides. The arts provide
a resource that people can use to make
sense of the world as it is, to connect with
collective memory and to imagine the future.
Neighborhoods with a vital cultural life also
enjoy “spillover effects”—including stronger
community and civic engagement; better
health, schooling, and personal security;
and economic revitalization. SIAP’s mission

• Broad social engagement in arts & culture
can stimulate poverty decline, rising
quality of life, population growth and
economic development. This happens
primarily by strengthening social networks.

is to understand and document these
connections—what they call community
cultural ecology—and the role that public
policy and philanthropy can play in
encouraging them.

• Strong communities with a sense of
“collective efficacy” that are linked to one
another through the regional audiences
for community arts are the foundation of
neighborhood revitalization.

Key findings include:
• The arts revitalize cities not through their
bottom line but through their social role.
The arts build ties that bind across divisions
of every kind—resident-to-resident,
discipline-to-discipline and community-tocommunity. It is these social networks that
translate cultural vitality into economic
dynamism.

• Cultural participation and diverse
communities are mutually reinforcing.
Neighborhoods with high levels of cultural
engagement are the most likely to be
economically and ethnically diverse, and
vice versa. Diversity has its own benefits.

• Culture creates a positive social
environment. Culture and other forms
of civic engagement increase “collective
efficacy”—the willingness of neighbors to
protect their local quality of life.

• Cultural activity draws new residents
into communities. During the 1980’s,
Philadelphia neighborhoods with an active
arts scene (measured by the number of
cultural providers within 1/2 mile) were
nearly three times more likely to have
poverty decline and population increases.

• Cultural participation builds bridges
across ethnic and class divides and across
neighborhoods. Approximately 80% of
community cultural participants travel
outside their own neighborhoods to attend
cultural events.

https://repository.upenn.edu
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• Communities hunger for prominent
examples of dramatic creativity
as symbols of possibility, energy,
pride and hope: public art, cultural
performances and festivals, galleries
and other cultural assets that signal
respect for viewer, place and history.
• A well-managed and programmed
“great street” with such events and
performances, public art and good
design from yesterday and today
can create layers of engagement and
wide social interaction that can knit
a community together.
• Create a sense of arrival with public
art landmarks in welcome plazas
leading to corridors of discovery
that draw users into a sense of
connection with place, history,
nature and other people.
• Site specific art connects with a
sense of place that people know
as “home,” emphasizing common
ground and commonalities.

1e. Catalytic Design Strategies: The Flexible Street
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Flexibility is the third major catalytic design
strategy. It is woven into nearly every aspect
of the plan, including:
1. A curbless street that allows a range of project goals to be met: Safety, economic development, support for retail and restaurants, livability, multi-modal use and cultural vitality. A
curbless street can be closed for special events
or festivals. The lack of curbs allows on-street
parking and designated cafe areas to be more
easily altered in the future as new restaurant
locations come online.
Curbless streets create beautiful places to visit
and are highly compatible with the historic architecture. They surprise drivers, cueing them
to remain alert and operate with increased eye
contact and slower speeds, making the street
safer for active users.
A study prepared by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission titled "Evaluating
Curbless and Shared Space Concepts for Use
On City of Philadelphia Streets." (January 2018)
found two traits universal to the creation of all
curbless streets:
1. high bicycle/pedestrian volume, low
vehicle volume
2. safety and accessibility needs.
The study further found certain traits to be

indicators supporting the development for a
curbless street, most or all appear to be applicable for Baltimore Street:
• private partnering potential;
• in stakeholder project pipeline;
• supports commercial uses/economic
development;
• needs public realm investment;
• presence of school-aged children;
• open space/tree canopy desert;
• community programming opportunities;
• operates as a shared street already;
• access to, but not on, a transit route; and
• architecturally or culturally significant.
City engineer should review city and state
ordinances whose definitions of liability
and right-of-way as defined by curbs may
limit shared, curbless streets (these can be
revised or new ordinances created) and
review waste removal operations and any
loading zone plans. These can be revised as
necessary to be compatible, and should be
enforced once implemented.

Benefits of Curbless Streets

traffic calming purposes, including chicaning
(forcing vehicles to travel shallow S-curves to
reduce their speed). They can be moved for
various market and festival configurations, or to
close streets and open more space for events.
The 48"-60" diameter planters are only 20" tall,
meeting visibility requirements for each use.
The low center of gravity makes them easier to
move. The concrete planters make protecting
outdoor dining areas, buffering temporary stages and closing the street safer than other means,
since the scale and light-color of the planters
combine with plantings to increase visibility to
drivers compared to bollards.

2. A slot-loaded design with fifteen heavy
concrete street planters along each side with
knockouts at the bottom so they that can be
moved by one person with a palette jack. The
planters can be shifted in to narrow the street
at any time, in a range of configurations for

3. The Cumberland Allée has excellent soil, an
irrigation system and the ability for tree roots
to interconnect, which science tells us can help
protect the trees when they are stressed. Yet any
monoculture carries a small risk of being wiped
9

out in the rare event a species-specific pathogen or insect becomes a problem.
As a provision against possible future risks to
loss of the allée, this street is designed to double as a kind of tree farm in the face of an plane
tree mortality event. The planter pots have
irrigation systems and are large enough to hold
saplings, and the continuous trench of healthy
soil under the suspended sidewalks will permit
trees to be planted in ideal conditions where
they will thrive in almost any location along the
street.
This capacity is a contingency that should not
be used unless needed to grow an understory canopy in situ, ready to take over, or unless
changes to the street, the climate or transportation systems become extensive enough to
warrant a denser spacing of permanent trees.

Part 2. Street Design. A Changing Context
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

This section on street design
strategies begins with a brief visual
review of Baltimore Street’s design
history and its role in the life of
Cumberland over the years.
This review is followed by a
summary of certain important recent
developments in urban street design
and research, including current best
practices and policies for multimodal downtown corridors that
can transform them into powerful
catalysts for long term social,
cultural and community health and
economic vibrancy.

There is no time to lose. An old
Chinese saying is “The best time to
plant a tree is twenty years ago. The
second best time is today.”
10

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

For three hundred years, Cumberland, Maryland, has ridden tumultuous waves of change set in
motion by forces well beyond its control. As an early settlement deep in the American colonial
frontier, the Cumberland area was caught on an imperial battlefield and served as the North
American front of the Seven Years War between England and France, called the first world war by

some historians. Cumberland later built a church on the site of the old fort overlooking Baltimore
Street, where indigenous peoples, British subjects and colonial settlers had planned and worked
together in formalized alliances against distant, common enemies. The city became a major
portal for pioneers heading into the Ohio Territories newly opened to settlement by the Louisiana

1915

1945
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2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Purchase. Cumberland was the origin point
of the first Federal highway, the termination
point of largest Federal works project (the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal) and a major rail
hub, all thanks to timing and geography.

A relaxed Baltimore Street scene with numerous children playing on the sidewalks
and in the street. A young girl rides a tricycle on the right side of the image.

In Cumberland, travelers found a wellappointed and well-stocked town in the
backcountry where they could rest, regroup
and resupply.
But Cumberland had rich natural resources
of its own, and took astute advantage of its
status as a strategic transportation junction,
tapping into markets in distant cities and
countries, shipping massive amounts of
locally mined coal and ore and heavy streams
of manufactured goods, including tinplate,
textiles and glasswares, by canal, by rail and by
the National Road.
Enslaved people fleeing the south used the
century-old Ft. Cumberland tunnels under
the Emmanuel Episcopal Church as a refuge,
their final stop on the Underground Railroad.
Freedom lay only a few miles to the north,
over the Pennsylvania border.

12

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Cumberland remained a major transportation,
industrial, manufacturing and mining
center through the early 20th century. All of
these connections brought diverse cultural
influences and growing urbanity to “the
Queen City.”
The thirty-year peak from 1890 to 1920 left a
legacy of multi-story commercial buildings
in a range of architectural styles including
Italianate, Art Deco, Beau Arts, Romanesque
and Georgian Revival. These well-preserved
buildings fill Cumberland’s compact Historic
City Center.
Cumberland became a must-see destination,
and was relatively easy to reach by rail. In
1907, a sender of one of tens of thousands
of postcard scenes of West Baltimore Street’s
impressive architecture wrote on the front
that he had "rounded the ‘circle’” and would
be boarding the train for Baltimore in an hour.
"Rounding the circle” apparently refers to a
journey to visit multiple notable destinations,
with Cumberland the most distant.
Left: Rounding the Circle postcard, Nov. 8, 1907
(author’s collection)

13

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline

Baltimore Street's Character
Wood and Brick Pavers
• Early American roadways were
often built on ancient trails
compacted by bison and other
large animals, then further
developed by indigenous peoples
who used them for centuries
for trade, hunting, diplomacy,
governance and war.
• For many years the colors of
Cumberland's early architecture
were designed to work well with
the color of the packed dirt streets.
• (Upper left) A crew has laid treated
wood block pavers on a compacted
subgrade along Baltimore Street,
leveling them with a steam roller.
They no doubt covered them with
a final layer of coal tar, pitch, or
asphalt to seal them. Wood block
pavers were a relatively economical
solution in America from as early
as 1850 to the 1920s, sourced from
virgin old growth forests.
• (Lower left) This image of a music
store on Baltimore Street near
Liberty shows a herringbone
brick sidewalk with granite curbs,
executed with professionalism.

14

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline

running
bond pavers,
probably
newer since
they are
crowned
rather than
sunken
older
segment of
pavers in a
45 degree
herringbone
pattern

solid granite
curbs

On an overcast day around the dawn of the 20th
century, a prosperous and dignified young family sits
in an early, motorcar that has paused on Baltimore
Street next to what appears to be a herringbone

clay brick sidewalk. The motorcar's wheels are tight to
the granite curb, keeping the car well clear of the trolley
tracks. In the background, a pedestrian crosses the street.
The Baltimore Street road surface appears to be worn
15

wood block pavers. Pedestrians, bicycles, horse-drawn
and motorized carriages all shared Baltimore Street for
years before motor vehicles assumed control of the
roadways.

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline

This undated postcard image shows 45
and 90 degree running bond pavers on
Baltimore Street. The pattern and size is
quite regular. The pavers appear to be
clay brick, though wood is a possibility.
16

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

As roads became smoother and wider, pedestrian space shrank and became unpleasant,
unnatural, unhealthy and even dangerous. Community space was degraded. Many of today's
cities are so tangled in highways and arterials that restoring full urban and community health
seems infeasible. We learned too late that healthy cities depend on livable, walkable, sociable
downtowns. We disconnect these functions from public spaces at our own peril. They must all
stay connected, and in balance with each other and with nature. Thankfully, Cumberland’s center,
for all its losses and hardships, remains intact.

Motorized vehicles offered new, exciting freedoms. They soon assumed control of both the streets
and futures of American cities. These images show bustling Baltimore Street circa 1920s-1930s.
They also capture a historic meta-shift that proved very damaging for many American cities,
including Cumberland: For the first time, the mobility function of urban streets is becoming divorced
from the social, community and economic functions, with far reaching adverse consequences. One of
these can be seen in the photo on the right, or to be more accurate, not seen. After half a century.
the trolley tracks are gone. Individualized transportation now rules.

17

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

industrial buildup that ended when the war did. A restructuring of industry across the midAtlantic and Northeast closed many plants, and jobs and workers vanished. The city population
dwindled by half between 1950 and 1990.

Cumberland experienced many floods from its earliest days. Baltimore Street suffered a long
series of floods before the Great Depression and a series of disastrous fires that destroyed many
glass factories. Two floods in 1936 were soon followed by the second world war’s unprecedented

18

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Downtowns were centers of social activity and shopping until downtown retailing began
to decline with the rise of suburbs and shopping malls and declines in transit ridership. The
Interstate Highway Act of 1956, further shifted retail away from downtowns to highway exits
and city outskirts, where shopping centers soon learned to locate. Downtown retail seemed
outmoded and downtown life was in decline. It is barely noted in most history books that street
design policies and "urban renewal" greatly hastened the decline.

In the photo below, cars are the clear priority. The street resembles a four lane highway. It
dominates and diminishes the architecture. The only nature is a few hanging baskets high on
highway-scaled cobra-headed light poles, which glare into upper story windows at night. Malllike retail chain storefronts are pasted onto priceless historic building facades. Trying to compete
with modern shopping malls, Cumberland has been forced far from its own identity. This one
photo shows why many downtowns banned cars from some areas and created pedestrian malls.

1970s

1960s

19

2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Irony alert: In 1976, the city virtually built
by transportation felt it necessary to ban all
mechanized transportation from its core street
to survive.
Downtown pedestrian malls were an attempt
to compete with enclosed suburban malls, to
lure people back, to get them out of their cars
and engaged with the city. Some two hundred
pedestrian malls were built between 1959 and
1980. Ninety percent of them failed; most are
now gone. Only a few near large institutions or
tourism destinations thrived.
Pedestrian malls often caused as much
economic harm as good. Retail needs visibility,
but stores and restaurants in pedestrian malls
were no longer visible to people in cars. Major
arteries in the center of cities were severed,
bringing traffic congestion and inconvenience
on surrounding streets, which deterred
visitors.
It is not hard to see in this image the beautiful
pedestrian garden spot Cumberland worked
hard over many years to achieve on Baltimore
Street. But population loss continued. There
were simply not enough pedestrians. The
Cumberland/West Virginia statistical area
became one of poorest in the nation.
20

Dark Mall
The design of the pedestrian mall
included two well-intentioned
choices that yielded uniquely adverse
consequences.
First, its dark red and brown brick
pavers—darker than asphalt—
repeated rather than complemented
the predominant dark red of the
street's magnificent buildings,
undercutting their rich, refined
aesthetics. Worse, in combination with
the shadows from the tall buildings
and plantings, the dark pavers made
the pedestrian mall the darkest street
in the city.
Second, the low plantings preserved
the visibility of the architecture at
first but as they grew they had the
opposite effect. They blocked the field
of view at eye level, obstructing retail
signs, entire store-fronts and historic
facades, even whole blocks.
Most critically, they compromised the
open views up and down the street
needed for public safety and security.
Many people say they began avoiding
the mall except for large public
events.
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2a. Baltimore Street: A Visual Timeline
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In 2016, sparked by the need to modernize
the infrastructure under the pedestrian
mall, the city assessed its options and
decided the time had come to reopen the
pedestrian mall to vehicles. Some began
advocating for a comprehensive rethinking
of the entire streetscape, hoping to improve
connectivity, develop new aesthetic
enhancements including public art and
bolster the economy It is important to

recognize the historic significance of this
moment: from its birth, Cumberland has
been shaped by forces beyond its control.
It began as a key outpost when European
monarchs turned North America into their
imperial battlefield at the dawn of the Seven
Year's War; it was the terminus for a major
nation-building project that was a dream
of America’s founding fathers; it was a key
portal for pioneers flooding west when

Thomas Jefferson suddenly doubled the
nation's size in1803; it was a critical junction
for the unstoppable railroads, it became
vulnerable to uncontrollable floods and fires,
and to the inevitable national downturns and
depressions; it was shaken by vast economic
upheavals that restructured entire industries,
shuttering plants and making jobs evaporate;
then became swept up in the contemporary

cultural mega-shifts that damaged all
American downtowns. Cumberland has
benefited from, and often been battered by,
massive forces shaping the small city to their
own ends.
Having surmounted 300 years of tumultuous
history, this small, isolated city continues to
take its future into its own hands, and shape
its own destiny.

Alone: The small speck at the dead center of this satellite image is Cumberland; Baltimore Street is a dark line at the center of the spec (see previous page).
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2b. A Landmark Highway Policy
R e i m a g i n e

New Flexibility for Street Design in Urban Areas

C u m b e r l a n d

Standard practice in highway engineering had
long been to answer one question, "What kind
of road is required here to make the traffic
flow smoothly?" The word "traffic" always
meant "motor vehicles." The same thirteen
controlling design criteria (CDCs) were applied
to all roadways, rural and urban alike. But the
two contexts are very different.
Downtown leaders and community advocates
worked for decades to establish vibrant,
livable corridors along historic urban streets,
only to find their engineers were obligated
to follow the controlling design criteria.
Many urban streets through human-scaled
neighborhoods became powerful highwaylike thoroughfares inimical to pedestrians and
residents, as Baltimore Street experienced
between 1950 and 1970.
Urban streets have far more complex and
sensitive goals. Public sidewalks are a
city’s largest and most vital public spaces,
playing important roles in city livability, in
economic vibrancy, and in strengthening
the social fabric, supporting businesses and
attracting investment by fostering comfort
and quality of life, and by making downtown
neighborhoods safe and attractive live/work/
play environments for all ages.

City streets are multimodal networks, with
daily use by many pedestrians and cyclists
(aka “active users") and mass transit. The CDCs
that drove urban street design were all wrong
for active users and wreaked havoc in many
sensitive downtown areas, creating lethal
hazards and reducing the quality of life.
Every additional mile per hour of speed a
vehicle travels increases the risk of serious
injury or death if the vehicle strikes a
pedestrian. Wide streets take longer to
cross on foot, increasing vulnerability. They
physically divide the very communities civic
leaders are working to unite. They leave less
room for the bike lanes, trees, outdoor cafés,

and wider sidewalks that make cities livable.
6200 pedestrians were killed by vehicles in the
US in 2018, with the leading cause identified
as street design.

speeds of less than 50 mph. Its goal was to
find a new approach to the design of urban
roads that better fit the social, economic, and
environmental needs of communities.

Professional organizations like NACTO, the
National Association of City Transportation
Officials, worked toward better outcomes
for cities and towns. They developed and
distributed widely used design guides,
including the Bikeway Design Guide (2012) and
thr Urban Street Design Guide.

Midway though the Baltimore Street redesign
project, AASHTO released its 7th Edition of
the Green Book, with a "major new approach"
that eliminated the old rigidity and explicitly
encouraged a context sensitive approach.

In 2015, the FHWA proposed reducing the
number of Controlling Design Criteria from
13 (thirteen) to 2 (two) for roads designed for

Contest-Sensitive Design (CSD) in urban street design means:
1. The design of a road as a public asset with a sense of community and place
2. "A collaborative, interdisciplinary approach that involves all stakeholders to develop
a [street] that fits its physical setting and preserves scenic, aesthetic, historic, and
environmental resources, while maintaining safety and mobility. CSD is an approach
that considers the total context in which a street will exist." — FHWA CSD website
3. An approach that seeks to balance mobility concerns with other community
values and objectives.
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The deleterious effects of the old mindset will
be with us for many years. Cities are working
to undo the past errors, placing streets on
"lane diets" that narrow traffic lanes to slow
cars while creating more room and safety for
cyclists and pedestrians. A few months after
the new Green Book edition was released,
Smart Growth America released its latest
"Dangerous by Design" report noting that "the
number of pedestrians killed by drivers has
risen 35%" in the last decade, calling it a crisis
attributable primarily to policies that "produce
dangerous roads that prioritize high speeds
for cars over safety for all people.”
Cumberland now has a chance to create a
central public space that brings the needs of all
users and businesses into balance.

2c. Context-Sensitive Design Strategies
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

The overwhelming consensus of mainstream
experts today is that urban streets must work
as well and remain as safe for pedestrians and
cyclists as for drivers in vehicles, with nature
and sustainability integrated throughout.
“Streets should be designed as ecosystems
where man-made systems interface with
natural systems. From pervious pavements
and bioswales that manage stormwater
run-off to street trees that provide shade and
are critical to the health of cities, ecology has
the potential to act as a driver for long-term,
sustainable design.”

It takes time for an entire professional field
to absorb and adjust to such a dramatic sea
change in policy, even one long overdue.

practice that omitting them is fast becoming
tantamount to malpractice.
If the architectural glories of Baltimore Street
are returned to full visibility on a street that
provides for the comfort, safety and livability
for all users, with interesting and high quality
cultural experiences integrated throughout
the design, it is realistic to expect this city’s
most critical and most used public space can
directly and indirectly generate economic
vibrancy for businesses, higher values
for homeowners, an improved tax base,
increasing tourism numbers, rising household
incomes, and a higher satisfaction with life
across the board.

The speed of change has been so rapid that
state of the art street design principles may
be misinterpreted by some reviewers of this
document as the personal preferences or
opinions of the artist/designer.
But statements like “Streets are ecosystems”
strategies like pervious pavers, bioswales
and the benefits of tall trees for the livability
of urban areas are core, have become so
well established in current urban design

(Re)Building Downtown
A Guidebook for Revitalization

i

All text in blue is drawn verbatim from the Urban Design Guide published by the National Association of City Transportation Engineers.
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Proactive Design

Passive Design
A passive design approach assumes, and
strives to account for, the worst case scenario,
both in terms of user behavior and traffic
congestion. For many years, roadways have
been designed with a “passive” approach,
allowing drivers to travel unpredictably and
at high speeds. While a passive approach
to system design is sound in parallel fields

Whereas storms and earthquakes are
environmental factors whose impact can
be tempered through design, human
behavior, which governs traffic engineering,
is fundamentally adaptable, not fixed. People
adapt to their conditions. Changing streets
changes behavior, meaning that a street

of engineering, such as [for storms and
earthquakes] . . . its consequences on
ordinary city streets have been disastrous.
Overdesigned buffers, clear zones, and
setbacks intended to account for fixedobject crashes have created streets that
not only account for, but encourage, unsafe
speeds.
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designed for the fastest and worst driver
may very well create more drivers who feel
comfortable at faster and more unsafe speeds.
A proactive approach uses design to affect
desired outcomes, guiding user behavior
through physical and environmental cues.

2c. Context-Sensitive Design Strategies
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Approximately 70,000 pedestrians are killed
or injured by cars every year in America, 75%
of them in cities, where 150 pedestrians are
killed or injured by cars every day. Americans
apparently find this an acceptable price
to pay for mobility, since hitting us in the
pocketbook with speed cameras is more
effective in reducing traffic speed than the
rising rate of pedestrian fatalities our nation's
urban street design practices have produced.

Design Speed: To counteract these gruesome
and unnecessary injuries and fatalities, cities
should utilize speed control mechanisms
that influence behavior, lower speeds,
and in turn, reduce injuries and fatalities.
Embracing a proactive design approach on
new and existing streets with the goal of
reducing speeds “'may be the single most
consequential intervention in reducing
pedestrian injury and fatality.

Text in blue below is verbatim from the
"NACTO Street Design Guide," emphasis
added.

Lane width is a sensitive and crucial aspect
of street design…Each lane width discussion
should be informed by an understanding of
the goals for traffic calming…Lane widths

of 10 feet are appropriate in urban areas
and have a positive impact on a street’s
safety without impacting traffic operations.
Narrower streets help promote slower driving
speeds which, in turn, reduce the severity of
crashes. Narrower streets have other benefits
as well, including reduced crossing distance.
The measured saturation flow rates are similar
for lane widths between 10 feet and 12 feet…
Thus, so long as all other geometric and traffic
signalization conditions remain constant,
there is no measurable decrease in urban
street capacity when through lane widths are
narrowed from 12 feet to 10 feet.
Sidewalk design may be compromised by
roadside design guidance that requires lateral
offsets or clear zones forgiving to higher
vehicle speeds. Use a lower design speed or
widen the sidewalk to mitigate these impacts.
Delineation of a strict clear zone or minimum
offset is not a required feature in urban
environments (emphasis added).
Note: the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide
recommendations assume multi-lane streets
that experience typical urban traffic volumes,

Driving Speed Fatality Risk Chart
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whether one way or two way. In the past,
the physical or geometric design of such
streets has often encouraged higher vehicle
speeds and less predictable vehicle behavior,
requiring multiple traffic-calming measures.
There is less guidance written specifically for
one-way, one lane, low-traffic shared streets,
presumably in part because their design
speeds are so low they already meet the goals
for traffic calming strategies. NACTO's Street
Design Guide does state: Optional: Shared
streets…may be assigned target speeds as
low as 5–10 mph.
Target Speed: Design streets using target
speed, the speed you intend for drivers to
go, rather than operating speed. The 85th
percentile of observed target speeds should
fall between 10–30 mph on most urban
streets.
Use design criteria that are at or below the
target speed of a given street. Bring the
design speed in line with the target speed
by implementing measures to reduce and
stabilize operating speeds as appropriate.
Narrower lane widths, roadside landscaping,

2c. Context-Sensitive Design Strategies
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

speed humps, and curb extensions reduce
traffic speeds and improve the quality of the
bicycle and pedestrian realm.
The recommended target speed for the
project is 15 mph, which cuts the crash risk by
66% over 30 mph, the high end of NACTO's
recommended range for all urban streets. At
15 mph in this heavy pedestrian zone, cars
will travel 22 feet per second with a stopping
distance of 25 feet. Traveling uninterrupted at
15 mph, a car can drive from one end of the
Baltimore Street pedestrian mall to the other
in 45 seconds.
Curb Extensions: Parking lane widths of 7–9
feet are generally recommended.
The entire 8' furnishings zone acts as one
large curb extension to narrow the street
bilaterally to 12'. Additional curb extensions
can further narrow Baltimore Street at specific
points to make pedestrians more visible, for
example at mid-block crossings. However,
the design guides say mid-block crossings
are unnecessary when traffic is light (defined
as less than 1,000 cars a day), as is the
expectation for the new Baltimore Street.

If necessary and at the city's option, using
curb extensions to further narrow of the street
with at mid block crosswalks to 8 feet wide
is recommended over the option of raised
crosswalks and raised table intersections,
which is not recommended as it will have little
effect if cars are already traveling near the
speed the entire street is designed to produce
and which will create noise and light pollution
that undercut the city's social and economic
goals for Baltimore Street.

must not be positioned so close to corners
that they interfere with the turning radii of
emergency vehicles .
Speed Countermeasures: Other speed
countermeasures that are recommended and
included in the plan are street trees, on street
parking, and mobile planter pots along both
sides of that street that can be repositioned
closer to the street to narrow the perceived
width and create "friction" to lower speeds.
These can be placed directly on the street at
the corners of all intersection and mid-block
crossings if necessary, subject to required
clearances for emergency vehicles.

Curb Radii: Higher design speeds mandate
larger curb radii. Smaller curb radii lower
design speed, reduce observed speeding
behavior, and provide a safer place for people
to walk, park, and drive. The curbs are flush
in this design but provide strong visual clues
together with material change from the red
and gray herringbone street surface to the
light gray bands of the sidewalk surface.
The small curb radii can be reinforced with
the mobile street planters as necessary.
Emergency vehicles cannot navigate the
corners created by small curb radii but the
resulting street corners are flush and fully
mountable. Positioning of the street planters

If calculations show the street's operating
speed will be higher than 10 mph, this plan
provides additional countermeasures,
including, in order of preference, reducing
street width to 10', adding raised curbs on ingrade planters, adding mountable raised curbs
on small radii street corners and adding onstreet parking. Countermeasures that are not
recommended for this project include raised
table intersections raised mid-block crossings.
chicanes, medians, lane shifts, diverters, or
revising it to become a two way street.
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Mode share for public transportation and bicycling
has increased dramatically over the past five years.
Source: USDOT Bureau of Transportation Statistics
and the League of American Bicyclists

Sidewalks: Sidewalks enhance connectivity
and promote walking. As public spaces,
sidewalks serve as the city's most important
and most-used public space, activating streets
socially and economically. Safe, accessible and
well-maintained sidewalks are a fundamental
and necessary investment for cities; they
enhance general public health, maximize
social capital and positively affect land values.

ht
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Just as roadway expansions and
improvements have historically enhanced
travel for motorists, superior sidewalk design
can encourage walking by making it more
attractive.
To the greatest extent possible, the lateral
distance between the traveled way and
the sidewalk (or parking lane) should be
minimized, providing ample space for
sidewalks and other amenities. Removal of
roadside impediments (trees, street furniture,
etc.) has an ambiguous safety record in
urban environments and is at odds with city
policies striving to increase pedestrian traffic
and spur economic activity. Street trees
and other roadside features are superior to
wide shoulders or run-off zones, as they can
decrease overall speeds and encourage a more
pedestrian-friendly environment.
Sidewalk Zones: Prevailing and longstanding
design practice is to organize sidewalks into
specific cohesive zones, sized according to
what a street's physical constraints allow.
These are listed below preceded by two
numbers: the actual width recommended in
this proposed design, then a front slash, then

the ideal width recommended by experts.

storms (which can temporarily preempt
the availability of some on-street parking
stalls).

• 30”/36" Transition Zone (aka Frontage
Zone): Functions as an extension of the
building, for the use of the business owner
use, including the space for door swing,
planters, sandwich board signs, benches
and business related elements.

Sidewalk dining areas encourage other
outdoor activity and make the street vital and
alive. People seated outdoors, relaxing, dining
and talking sends the best possible signal to
visitors about the safety and desirability of the
environment, fostering sustainability of street
life and increasing business along the corridor.
Sidewalk cafés should be encouraged and
supported in every way possible.

• 8’/8'-12' Pedestrian Throughway: A straight,
open and unobstructed sidewalk zone
that runs the length of the street and is
wide enough to accommodate higher
anticipated pedestrian volumes on
weekends, holidays, during events and
at other times. The throughway must be
kept clear of fixed or temporary objects
in coordination with ADA accessibility
guidelines.

Maintaining openness and transparency
throughout the zone, especially at the critical
eye height, is a priority for both safety and
place management.
Therefore, placing any element that impinges
upon the accessible pedestrian clearway,
and non-transparent, obstructive or walllike barriers to define or buffer dining areas
beyond an approved palette of options (TBD)
should be discouraged or disallowed.

• 4’/4-5' Utilities Zone: Aligned trees & light
poles.
• 8’/8+' Furnishings Zone (aka Buffer Zone):
For outdoor dining areas, on-street parking,
street furniture such as seating, trash
receptacles, wayfinding and bike racks,
as well as snow storage during winter
28

Signs for a shared street: the
sign above may appear at
the entrances to Baltimore
Street, a shared street. It is
possible white painted
sharrows may be painted
on the brick street surface
(below).

2c. Context-Sensitive Design Strategies
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Above: An inviting street in Bethesda, Maryland, uses
sidewalk zoning to set a line of young shade trees
and light poles, heavy planter pots, benches and inground planters to create a buffer zone between the
street and the pedestrian throughway, which remains
unobstructed.

Above: Sidewalk zoning on a busy but bike-friendly
street in Lexington, Kentucky designed under a master
plan by MKSK Studios. A neat line of trees and light
poles, heavy planter pots, in-ground planters and
raised curbs provide a palisade-like barrier to vehicles.
Bike racks and outdoor cafés are within the same buffer

A frontage zone along the building facades holds
planters but is also the place for sidewalk signs or
other elements that are placed within the first 24"
from the property line.
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zone as the planters, maintaining an unobstructed
throughway for pedestrians along frontages and a
comfortable, open, safe environment to stop for coffee
or to conduct business. These trees are still young; the
sidewalk will become more open every year as they
grow taller and are limbed up.

,
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Children are the future of cities, and the future
is here today. They may have no voice in the
process, but it's their city too. Integrating
elements that extend the appeal of the
streetscape to all ages helps meet the project’s
community-based design goals and achieve
economic vibrancy.
Think of the city as a place where children
grow up. Children fall in love with nature
and cities when it consistently and skillfully
takes them seriously and loves them back.
Following the same principles that create

appeal to the general public is the foundation
of establishing all ages appeal (elegance
simplicity, quality, sustainability and balance).
But every element that appeals to children
adds partnering and promotional protential
(see right panel).

• Stormwater trench grates and tree grates
include special patterning that explains
their functions.
• Small visual and tactile elements are on
wayfinding signs at children's levels.
• Selected trees will drop interesting
materials like seed balls and pods where
children will find them.

This street design connects with children
by designing a roadway they can share with
vehicles, with an adult or alone. It connects
by making the street's functions and context
more transparent, including those that
manage natural forces: rainfall, wind and light.

• Some public art should include or
highlight the child’s point of view.
• A water feature will encourage water play.
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(A Possible Future Downtown Promotion)

Visit the Cumberland Allée,
Take Home a Forest!

The Cumberland Allée is a thousand feet long.
Its plane trees are among the most reliable trees
on the planet.
The Cumberland Allée produces thousands
of seed balls each fall. Residents and visitors
can collect them for planting or get “Three for
Free” at any shop in the Cumberland Allée all
winter (or even by
mail!). They come
with free growing
guides printed on
biodegradable “Plane
Paper” filled with
plane tree seed food.
Plant a piece with
each seed!
Cumberland Allée
seed balls each
contain hundreds
of seeds— it's like
holding a forest in
the palm of your hand. Each seed can produce
a fast growing, giant tree. Each tree can live for
hundreds of years, benefiting humans, wildlife,
the atmosphere and the entire ecosystem.
Seeds can be grown indoors in pots, then
planted outdoors in spring. You can grow a
beautiful shady forest—you can even grow your
own Cumberland Allée!

2d. Reimagine Cumberland: Public Input
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A long series of public meetings gathered input
and feedback from citizens on a range of issues,
providing ample data to determine preferences
and functionality for the Baltimore Street redesign.
Numerous meetings were held by the City of
Cumberland. The Allegany Arts Council held the
Creative Placemaking Summit on October 12,
2014. Consultant McCormick Taylor directed the
City of Cumberland Strategic Opportunity Sites
Study Baltimore Street Preferred Alternative Study,
April 2016, involving a large public charette. A
series of presentations, public meetings and
community gatherings were sponsored by The
Downtown Development Commission and the
Cumberland Economic Development Corporation, culminating in Cochran Studio's professionally facilitated public event Reimagine Cumberland on November 10, 2018.
Throughout the four years of public meetings,
public input has been remarkably clear and consistent on key issues affecting the redesign. The
input has been synthesized and used to shape
the design approach reflected in this document.
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3a. Street Plan Map
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Block 1

C u m b e r l a n d
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3a. Street Plan Map
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Block 2

C u m b e r l a n d
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3a. Street Plan Map
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Block 3

C u m b e r l a n d

Mc
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3b. Street Plan Key & Recommended Quantities
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Green Infrastructure
42 (forty-two) plane trees in the Cumberland Allee,
planted under suspended sidewalks in a soil cell
system as designed and specified by an independent
consultant expert in the design of soil cell systems.

entrances
6 (six) Sunami tensile structures for interim shade,
including 2 (two) in the Welcome Plaza and 4 (four) in
the parklet at Liberty

3 (three) London Plane trees in the Welcome Plaza at
Mechanic, planted in Silva Cell system designed and
specified by DeepRoot Green Infrastructure

18 (eighteen) benches

3 (three) Honey Locust trees in Welcome Plaza (one not
shown over Loos)

56 (fifty-six) high-CRI LED streetlights (quantity may
change after lighting design calculations)

6 (six) Honey Locust trees in the plaza at Liberty Street

13 (thirteen) trash receptacles

36 (thirty-six) in-ground planters along Baltimore Street,
including fourteen in Block 1, seven in Block 2, and
fifteen in Block 3.

6 (six) wayfinding signs

30 (thirty) large mobile planters 24-28" tall x 48"-60"
in diameter along Baltimore Street, including: 10 (ten)
in Block 1; 6 (six) in Block 2; 15 (fourteen) in Block 3.
Planter pots to have reinforced lower panel for mobile
use, integral water reservoir and vertical capillary tubes
to reduce maintenance in the growing season, using
the Treetec system or equivalent (see image at right).

Site Furnishings (sustainable & recyclable)
3 (three) expandable bike racks near Baltimore Street

3 (three) water fountains, one near each end and one
at the Liberty parklet

All trees in the project area to be
planted in Silva Cell system as designed
and specified by DeepRoot Green
Infrastructure, to include soil volume
and analysis, cell layout and details,
integration of utilities, stormwater
modeling and related calculations and
performance consultation.

Miscellaneous
20 (twenty) parking stalls along Baltimore Street,
including 7 (seven) in Block 1, 2 (two) in Block 2, and 11
(eleven) in Block 3
6 (six) water taps, one per block per side, including one
in each parklet (located vertically from white arrows)
Public Art Sites (Murals or Sculpture)
Not Shown: Irrigation outlets at the base of each
streetlight pole and power outlets in the planters at
the base of each tree along Baltimore Street
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Treetec system for mobile planters

3c. Cumberland's Festival Street
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A "Festival Street" is a relatively new term for streets designed to
close on certain days for public events, festivals or community celebrations. Festivals have always been a major component of human
culture and have long been a Cumberland tradition. As part of the
"Creative Core" catalytic strategy for this street they will remain so,
promoting a sense of community and supporting local businesses
and restaurants. Few cities can lay claim to as beautiful a festival
street as this one will be, thanks to its architecture and tall shade
trees. A curbless street, or a street where the curbs surround and protect the in-ground planters, provides tremendous flexibility. The new
Baltimore Street can hold sixty tented booths or more and has ample
water taps and electrical outlets to support festivals of all kinds.
Such events are intended to be community-driven and for all ages.
They can include arts festivals, Play Streets (kids are invited to play
games, draw with chalk in the street, etc.) farmers markets, food
festivals, music festivals, dance festivals, ethnic festivals, antique
fairs, Fitness Days, Tweet Street (meet your local avian population,

courtesy of wildlife experts), art car races, Gallery Walk, Movie Madness, and/or anything else they community dreams up, including,
of course, the annual Christmas tree lighting. Festivals are about
closing down part or all of your spectacular street and enjoying a
full day of music, dancing, eating, drinking, and whatever specific
brand of fun is on the schedule. Activities may vary at each festival,
but all have a few things in common - a lot of happy people, a lot of
dappled sunlight, and a lot of community fun.
The image below shows the first block of Baltimore Street closed
for a food festival. Three large planter pots block each end (two will
suffice). Twenty standard10' x 10 tented booths are set up under the
trees with plenty of room for circulation, with the option of facing
in or out or, for access from either side, laterally (ie back to back). In
all three configurations the entire pedestrian area of the sidewalk
remains unobstructed. Twenty-four tables with umbrellas are set up
in the street for people to sample the vendors' wares.
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3d. Street Plan: Sidewalk Zone "Our greatest responsibility is not to be pencils of the past"
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3d. Street Plan: Sidewalk Zones "Our greatest responsibility is not to be pencils of the past"
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Safety First
The goal for Baltimore Street is a street people travel to, not
through. The goal is to become the safest, healthiest, happiest,
most beautiful street in America—a place for community and
culture and a catalyst for the city and the entire state.
A twelve foot wide roadway—easy to cross by pedestrians—is
flanked by sidewalks more than twenty feet wide, zoned in
comfortable proportions. The street has many traffic calming
features. It is easy to close for large events, and easy to walk,
since it has no curbs. Festival booths fit between trees and
streetlights. Outdoor dining is showcased. Plantings and green
infrastructure abound, with the Cumberland Allée creating a
green, cathedral-like arch overhead.
Flexible Enforcers
The large mobile planters along the street beautify the
downtown but serve traffic management functions when
needed. They can block a street for events or protect sensitive
temporary installations such as stages. They stand in reserve
as countermeasures for speed management. Should it become
necessary, they can be moved closer to the edge of the street to
narrow its perceived width, creating the "friction" that reduces
vehicle speeds.
A large mobile planter may be placed at one edge of a crosswalk,
and another at the opposite edge of the next crosswalk,
alternating to create a mild chicane that forces cars to drive
gentle S-curves to navigate, slowing vehicles and guiding them
away from outdoor
dining or
otherProposed
sensitive areas.
Baltimore
Street
Sidewalk Zones
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Part 4. Streetscape Elements
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Baltimore Street is a live/work/play
environment that should welcome and
support a wide range of uses by many
different people of all ages and backgrounds
at varying times of the day and night.
Baltimore Street is the key hub in Cumberland
for working, shopping, dining, relaxation,
social interaction, cultural events and
performances, street markets and much more.
Streetscape elements are functional and
aesthetic components of pedestrian spaces
that make them pleasant (such as shade trees),
usable (trash cans, wayfinding signs and bike
racks) and comfortable (benches and drinking
fountains) to street users.
The elements selected for Baltimore Street are
designed to create a unified street character
that will enhance the aesthetics, character and
civic qualities of this core public space.
This section describes the following
overlapping families of elements:

Urban Forest: All plantings in the right-of-way,
including street trees, understory plantings,
in-ground planters and planter pots
Green Infrastructure: Plantings and functional
elements that help manage the quality of the
air and water, such as permeable paving.
Lighting: Roadway and pedestrian lighting,
including poles, fixtures, accent lighting, and
light quality.
Clay Brick Pavers: Beautiful, durable ground
plane treatments that underlie and showcase
the entire street.
Site Furnishings: Pedestrian amenities
and functional elements: benches and
seating, bicycle racks, gateway monuments,
wayfinding signage, trash receptacles, and
drinking fountains.
Aesthetic Enhancements: Public art, water
features, entry features.
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4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Large street trees absorb 9 times more
pollutants than trees farther away

captures
& absorbs
stormwater,
transpiring it
back into the air

A healthy and robust urban forest is a key environmental, social,
and economic resource to help sustain the well-being of people
and businesses. Studies show tall shade trees and ground plantings
supported by large volumes of healthy soil:
• Improves retail, restaurant sales
• Enhances property values & tax base

improves
air quality
and health

• Encourages reinvestment
• Moderates climate, helps conserve energy

reduces
heat island
effects

• Improves quality of light and street-level comfort
• Makes a great place to meet, socialize and play
• Expands social opportunities

a livable,
walkable
downtown

• Increases pedestrian safety
• Filters air, water and sunlight
• Shelters and extends lifespans of materials
• Fosters community identity & pride

attractive retail
environment

beautiful, comfortable public realm
stronger sense of place

holds appeal
for all ages

Modular suspended pavement system provides level sidewalks, healthy trees, and powerful onsite
stormwater management. Trees, plants, people and businesses all thrive.
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• Produces magnetic images to draw visitors
“Businesses flourish, people linger and shop longer, apartments and
office space rent quicker, tenants stay longer, property values increase,
new business and industry is attracted” by a healthy urban forest.1

1. Craig W. Johnson; Fred A. Baker; Wayne S. Johnson (1990). “Urban & Community
Forestry, a Guide for the Interior Western United States” (PDF). USDA Forest Service,
Intermountain Region, Ogden, Utah.

4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Fast-growing London Plane trees
in good soil will grow into a cathedral-like green canopy over the
street. The Cumberland Allée and
the historic architecture together
can make Baltimore Street a destination-grade Great Street.
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4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

The Cumberland Allée
Tall plane trees can showcase Cumberland’s
historic architecture and create a landmark street
as a signature destination.
• “The world’s most reliable street tree”
• Tall, fast growing, large open canopy
• Cathedral-like arch over street
• Opens visibility to historic facades
• Tolerates wet, dry, harsh conditions
• Strong branches with graceful curves
• Seasonal interest throughout year
• Interesting light, mottled trunks
• Fills street with dappled sunlight
• Cool, park-like atmosphere throughout
• Sky is visible through open canopy
• Carefully pruned, shaped over time
• Major economic & community benefits
• Significant environmental benefits
• Helps manage stormwater onsite
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4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Healthy Soil is the Foundation
The Cumberland Allée and all plaza trees
are planted in a modular suspended
pavement system that uses high quality soil
in volumes appropriate to support large
tree growth and provide effective on-site
stormwater management through absorption,
evaporation, transpiration, and interception.
Some 1,500 cubic yards of healthy soil beneath
project sidewalks and parking stalls will be the
foundation of the street's green infrastructure
and support the growth and health of the
Cumberland Allée over the coming decades.

Soil cells under permeable paving provide room
for large volumes of uncompressed soil, holding
sidewalks level and allowing oxygen and water reach
the roots.

Top right: London plane
trees planted in soil cells
on the roof of the garage
at Lincoln Center after
five seasons of growth,
during which time the
4.5" caliper trees planted
in soil cells became
robust 8" caliper trees of
substantial height.
Bottom: Workers build
subsurface soil cells
around buried utilities,
filling each successive
layer of cells with soil.
Images of soil cells in
this report are used
courtesy of Deep Root
Infrastructure (deeproot.
com)
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4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
(45) Lond on Planet ree • Plat anus × acer i fo l i a
Large tree, reaching 70-120’ or more when mature
Very rapid growth (4-8’ year)
Pyramidal form
Bark: pale grey-green, smooth, exfoliating OR buff-brown, non-exfoliating
Leaves: up to 4-8” x 5-10”, thick, stiff
Hardy, tolerates pruning, wet or dry conditions, strong branches
Highly phototropic

Map Symbol for Location

(9) Honey Loc ust • Gled it sia t r iac ant hos)
Medium sized tree, 30-75’ mature height
Moderately rapid growth (2’/yr)
Native, deciduous, slender form
Fragrant flowers in spring; long, twisted fragrant seed pods in late summer (depending on cultivar)
Leaves are small, bright or dark green, golden yellow in autumn
Foliage is graceful and pleasing, form is sophisticated; Dark gray and black bark
Open canopy provides filtered light
Hardy street trees, drought resistant

Map Symbol for Location

Planter s (32) I n- ground and (30) M ob ile
Planters Map Symbol

Mobile planters can be repositioned for street
closings, to buffer restaurants or events, or
for traffic calming. Most mobile planters have
low plantings, but a few in select spots such as
the plaza at Mechanic Street can host mobile
trees: saplings in planters 18"-30" tall that add
their shade to strategic spots during events. In
ground planters have low plantings.
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4a. Streetscape Elements: The Urban Forest as Green Infrastructure
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Resiliency & Environmental Benefits

Economic and Community Health

• When mature, the Cumberland Allee will
produce summer cooling equal to 5,000
room-sized air conditioners.

• Increases residential and business property
values 5-15%, improves tax base

• A tree-lined street provides a 60% reduction
in particulates from car exhaust fumes.
• For every 10% increase in urban tree canopy,
ozone is reduced by 3-7%.
• Large street trees are one of the most costeffective ways of drawing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere.
• Mitigates HVAC costs, reduces energy bills
from 10-30%.
• Large street trees absorb 9 times more
pollutants than trees farther away.
• Captures, detains and absorbs thousands of
gallons of stormwater, transpiring it into air.
• The massive volumes of sub-grade soil that
are part of this system also detain and filter
stormwater, protecting waterways and
relieving aging infrastructure.
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• Narrows perceived street width, decreases
vehicle speeds, increases pedestrian safety
• Decreases road rage and reduces crime
• Maximizes street-level comfort, shortens
perceived walking/driving distance
• Creates an effective sound absorbing barrier
to help reduce unwanted urban noise
pollution.
• Establishes natural urban environment with
song birds and other life that appeals to
human senses
• Opens full visibility along the street for
public safety; creates many new social
opportunities as people meander and linger
in the relaxed and comfortable environment
of a classic tree-sheltered “great street.”
• Opportunities to contribute to establishment
and care of the community’s most prominent
natural features.

4b. Streetscape Elements: Small Public Parks
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

This plan includes two small public parks (or
plazas) that are important civic, ceremonial
and functional gathering areas—each with the
feel of an urban oasis—for the use of residents
and visitors.
Both parks are part of a series of outdoor
rooms along the street which offer plenty
of space for people to stop and sit, talk with
friends, have lunch or just have coffee and
read the newspaper.
The Welcome Plaza at the west end greets
visitors walking from Canal Place and the
museum with a tall artistic landmark, shady
trees, drinking water, a wayfinding sign, places
to sit and rest and well-designed outdoor
restrooms.

and security. For this reason the park accommodates pedestrians along Mechanic St. and
replaces that sidewalk segment with a landscape buffer and trees along the street for traffic
calming. There is room for bike racks and other
site furnishings in the Welcome Plaza as well as
between each pair of planters along the street.
Below: Graceful interim shade structures are placed in each park until the
trees are tall enough to shade them naturally. The shade structures form gateways that enliven the spaces with a sense of movement and can be repositioned in a few years for other uses.

The artistic tower is carefully placed where it
is prominent to visitors and those passing by
along Mechanic Street, yet it cannot spoil the
Baltimore Street vista to the spire on the hill.
The plaza is an open, level, well-lit walkway
connecting Baltimore Street to the sidewalks
north along Mechanic, the city-owned Mechanic Street parking garage and the convenient public surface lot east of the garage. The
plaza's multiple uses are designed to increase
circulation to and through this area for safety

Welcome Plaza at Mechanic Street
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4b. Streetscape Elements: Park at Liberty

Open and flexible, the park at Liberty is a shady space for
rest and reflection. Its 20' tall waterfall is set on a diagonal for better acoustics in this important community
space. For performances, the water turns off, revealing a
stone backdrop for a temporary thrust stage that locks
onto the stairs. For events that close streets, such as
festivals, markets, or community celebrations, this park
becomes the focus of a larger community gathering
space that includes adjacent street and sidewalk areas.
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4b. Streetscape Elements: Park at Liberty

20' x 20' x 7' space holds electrical/mechanical equipment.
20' diagonal waterfall as primary focal point, angled to soften space and
improve acoustics, visible from intersection, illuminated at night
Steps to water pool can host a temporary stage that extends into
parklet. With waterfall off, stone is backdrop to stage.
Repositionable tables and chairs
High honey locust canopies over both parklets, elegant and
sophisticated profile and branch patterns for open, lacy shade
Flex space for events and performances
Quiet pattern murals on walls above trees
Banded paver pattern unifies plazas with Baltimore Street
Honor Plinth hosts art in season and the city Christmas tree in winter

The Cumberland Allee along Baltimore Street
Large mobile planters are repositioned to close street(s)
Street surface is level with sidewalks for comfort and flexibility during
events when street is closed
Parking level with street for comfort, flexibility during large events
Sidewalks are over 20' wide, allowing crowds to gather for large events
Children: trees drops twisty seed pods, water play, events
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4c. Streetscape Elements: Pavers
R e i m a g i n e

Light Neutrals

C u m b e r l a n d

1. Street Surface
Fired heavy clay plank pavers,
2-1/4" × 9" × 2 3/4" thick, 45
degree herringbone pattern
in 3-color blend of reds and
light greys

How much lighter are the new pavers? The existing pavers on the pedestrian mall are very dark,
falling at or below 7 on the nine-step value scale below. The new pavers are dramatically lighter.

80%
1. sidewalk

15%

5%

2. street

3. parking

0% Existing

2. Sidewalks
Fired clay permeable paver
blend of light grays, 8” X 8”
X 2.75” thick, running bond
pattern to create 24" low
contrast bands

2. Sidewalk

3. Parking Stalls
Fired clay permeable
paver blend 8” X 8” X 2.75”
thick, in a running bond
replicates sidewalk patterns
in darker tones.

3. Parking
1. Street Surface
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4c. Streetscape Elements: Pavers
R e i m a g i n e

Smooth Traditional Street Surface, Permeable Sidewalks

C u m b e r l a n d

1. Street Surface
Fired heavy clay plank pavers, 2-1/4" × 9" × 2 3/4" thick, 45 degree
herringbone pattern in 3-color blend of reds and light greys

Sidewalks
Fired clay permeable paver blend of light grays, 8” X 8” X 2.75”
thick, running bond pattern to create 24" low contrast bands
perpendicular to the street.
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4d. Streetscape Elements: Sidewalk Cafes Lifeblood of the Street
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Baltimore Street's restaurants and sidewalk
cafes are essential to the downtown's vitality.
Sidewalk cafes in city centers tend to follow
a similar pattern all over the world: they are
usually found not on quiet side streets but in
the busiest areas, near intersections, where

they tend to clump together. Why? First, cafes
depend on visibility to succeed, and second,
because one of the biggest attractions to
sitting at a cafe is people-watching. For both
reasons, the more activity on the street around
them, the better.

This plan's large, low street planters will
separate cafes and buffer them at each end.
For the psychological comfort of patrons,
cafes often need some kind of separation from
the street, such as a low railing with planters
at the top, or freestanding planters. Plants
make cafe boundaries much more visible, but
they should be selected and planted so as
not to obstruct the view for seated patrons,
and especially not for pedestrians or drivers,
especially at intersections.
It is also important to avoid walls or visual
barriers that divide cafes from the street or
subdivide the sidewalk, such as an unbroken
row of planters that extend up from the
ground or a solid fence of stretched fabric,
wide horizontal wood boards or the like that
creates a visual barrier. Cafe umbrellas will
be important even after the shade trees have
matured, due to the overhead street lights,
and should be planned carefully to contribute
to the street's aesthetics.
Right: Note the unifying drama of the single color
umbrellas, the placement of the cafes intersecting
the colonnade of streetlights and young plane trees
(the same plane trees recommended for Baltimore
Street) and the line of freestanding planters separating the cafe areas from the street.
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Tables and chairs should be movable, not
fixed. Using the smallest possible table
size that is functional for the purpose will
maximize room. White tables and chairs
increases the cafe's visibility.
The city should develop clear guidelines or
regulations for cafes that maintain openness
and visibility for all street users, require that
all cafes be associated with an operating
street restaurant, and govern everything
from alcohol to height and other standards
for furnishings, umbrellas, and planters.
Such standards protect the restaurants, their
patrons and all street users.

4e. Streetscape Elements: Lighting Master Plan
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

The quality of light has a dramatic impact on
livability and will strongly affect the economic
and social health of Baltimore Street. A
lighting master plan will produce a balanced,
appealing and organic lighting approach
throughout the zone.
The purpose of a lighting master plan is to
establish functional and aesthetic criteria to
improve the quality, consistency, efficiency
and sustainability of the lighting for this core
public space. It should include sidewalks,
parks, facades, and alleyways. Multiple types
and sources of high quality light are needed to
support full use of Cumberland's historic core.
More light and more people on the street
do not necessarily translate to increased
perceptions of safety. First, urban lighting is
often of such poor quality that it can actually
reduce visibility and drive people away.

Second, most streets have only uniform
area lighting. That approach is much too
general for a high-use commercial urban
core, resulting in many areas being overlit or
underlit for their intended purpose. Without a
comprehensive plan, the various light sources
will be uncoordinated and visually chaotic.
A lighting master plan responds to the
scale, form, and nature of the street and its
architecture with a hierarchy of luminaires,
lighting levels, and lighting colors that are
well-tailored to the new street's various
nodes, edges, landmarks and natural
circulation patterns.
The result will be a quality of illumination
that minimizes energy consumption and light
pollution yet encourages many overlapping
uses and repeat visits.
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4e. Streetscape Elements: Lighting Master Plan
R e i m a g i n e

Quality of Light
• By day filtered light from
shade trees creates dappled
light throughout the street
for comfort and beauty,
contributing to a livable place
people want to be,

C u m b e r l a n d

Left: Street lights with high color accuracy are
selected for both security and aesthetics, but
calibrating heights and locations must be part of
a larger lighting master plan that prioritizes the
multifacted demands of this core historic urban
business district.

• At night a street needs
multiple sources of light,
including streetlights, light
from storefront windows,
accent lighting on architectural
and special features and
pedestrian or ground level
lighting: up-lighting and path
lighting in certain areas, such
as flex space pocket parks.

Right: Architectural accent lighting in select
locations adds drama and character at night
by illuminating dimension and details in key
architectural facades. Please note: The example
shown is extreme.
Lower right: Illuminated water features are magnets
at night, adding to well-lit spaces where people
want to be. A virtual sheet of light against which
pedestrians are silhouetted creates higher security
in combination with more traditional Lighting.
Unusual features with excellent illumination build
a sense of place at night that complements the
daytime personality of the street.

• Selected fixtures have a high
color rendition index for
accurate reproduction of colors
and are available in a range of
heights.
• Lighting must be designed
with a hierarchy of luminaires,
lighting levels, and lighting
colors that are well-tailored to
all of the new street's nodes,
edges, landmarks and natural
circulation patterns.

Large, high canopy shade trees create ideal light
quality along a street. This is critical to economic and
social goals and the street's success.
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4f. Streetscape Elements: Site Furnishings
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Concord Collection

The Concord collection was selected as the
ideal unifying bridge between the historic
architecture of Baltimore Street and its
complementary new streetscape.

des igned by R o ber t A. M . Ster n

Concord is an integrated collection of site
furnishings designed by distinguished
American architect, architectural historian,
writer and educator Robert A.M. Stern in what
he calls a “Modern Traditional” idiom. His
design approach is rooted in American history
and our national view of the landscape as a
place of respite and pleasure.
Concord’s five elements include a bench, a
litter and recycling receptacle, an area light,
a path light, and a bike rack—all related in
form, scale and materials, and individual
in expression and detail. Placed within the
Baltimore Street context, these superb
elements will highlight the city center's design
sophistication and historical importance while
elevating the streetscape.

Robert M. Stern - A distinguished architect, Mr.
Stern has designed many landmark buildings,
including some of the tallest structures in the
United States. He has won numerous awards,
including the Driehaus Architecture Prize for
his achievements in contemporary classical
architecture in 2011.
He won the Landmarks Lion award from the
Historic Districts Council in New York, which
honors those who have shown unusual devotion
and aggressiveness in protecting New York City’s
historic buildings and neighborhoods.
A prolific writer, Mr. Stern has authored, coauthored, and edited many books about
architecture. He was the Dean of the Yale School of
Architecture from 1998 to 2016. In 1986, he hosted
“Pride of Place: Building the American Dream,”
a popular documentary series on PBS featuring
leading notable American architects such as Peter
Eisenman, Philip Johnson, and Frank Gehry.

Our greatest responsibility is not to be pencils of the past. — Robert A.M. Stern
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4f. Streetscape Elements: Site Furnishings
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Concord Collection
Designed by Robert A.M. Stern
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4f. Streetscape Elements: Site Furnishings
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d
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Concord Collection
Designed by Robert A.M. Stern

Streetlights available at 12', 14', 16'. Benches and bike racks are anchored in place
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4g. Streetscape Elements: Wayfinding
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

People need to orient themselves in a new
environment. The primary method they
use is visual landmarks. Baltimore Street's
most important wayfinding elements
will always be the light red street surface
running through the colonnade of trees
and light poles, together with the perpendicular banding of the sidewalks and,
during daylight hours in good weather, the
spire on the hill. These provide the kind of
instant orientation that makes people feel
comfortable and secure in knowing where
they are in relation to the street.
For drivers and pedestrians on Mechanic,
the major wayfinding element is the landmark sculpture on Mechanic Street that
reminds them of the city center's location.
Wayfinding signs are limited to tall, narrow, double-sided, freestanding 18” X 84”
vertical panels with a simple map and additional information. All unnecessary information should be removed, as a principle
of wayfinding is to not make people think,
since it distracts from their experience of
the street. It is impractical to include the
names of restaurant and retailers. A tactile
historical marker is included at the child's
level for their interest.
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4h. Streetscape Elements: Historical Markers
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Right: Two sides of a Cumberland medallion from
the sesquicentennial of the Constitution that
may serve as examples for a small sculpted relief
medallion embedded in the sidewalk along the
street to reinforce the identity and long history of
the downtown and as a focal point for community
pride. A model in another city is the Freedom Trail
marker in Boston (below).
These medallions have a slip-resistant finish and
would probably not exceed about 6"-8" in diameter
The most practical approach is to make the
medallion part of a comprehensive, consistent logo
and identity program for Cumberland's Historic
City Center. Two versions might be created, one
with the emblem in the center and a second with a
directional pointer to be used along the sidewalks
leading from Canal Place and other arrival points
to help guide visitors to Baltimore Street. The first
version may also be useful for fundraising purposes.
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4i. Streetscape Elements: Public Restrooms
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

The Portland Loo

Benefits for participating businesses include 1)
a financial incentive negotiated according to a
pre-determined schedule, 2) the potential to
generate revenue when people use the restroom and then decide to purchase something,
3) demonstrating to the community that the
establishment is socially conscious, and
4) all restrooms available to the public are listed
on an interactive website map and can be noted
on the street's wayfinding signs.

Community Restroom Plan
The first suggestion is to follow the model of a London borough that decided to provide an incentive to
businesses in highly-frequented areas to open their
restrooms to the public. The image above is adapted
from the window decal developed for the London
program, which has now spread to many other boroughs and other cities.
Participating businesses are selected based on their
locations, accessibility and willingness to abide by
terms. Each business signs a contract with the local
government committing to making its restroom
available to everyone who wants to use it at no cost
during the hours it is open. Users can be turned away
only under “extraordinary” circumstances.

The innovative London program has spread to
many boroughs in London, and to small towns
throughout Great Britain. Businesses place a
decal on their window to indicate participation, similar to the one shown. Many areas offer
multiple public restroom options, including
1) businesses participating in the program, 2)
freestanding public toilets, and 3) restrooms in
public facilities such as libraries and city hall.
On December 18, 2018, Washington DC passed
Bill 22-0223, becoming the first city in the United States to mount a pilot program to follow
London's model and provide incentives to businesses to open their restrooms to the public.
The DC bill also provides for the installation of
outdoor public restrooms, which is a suitable
complementary strategy for Cumberland.
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4i. Streetscape Elements: Public Restrooms
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

The Portland Loo
Until and unless indoor facilities become highly available, Cumberland
may follow the lead of many cities who are installing Portland’s
famously durable stand-alone bathroom, the Portland Loo. This proven
unit is a stylishly designed and highly practical solution, a leader
among the limited number of available, sensible, proven options.
A highly public and well lit new welcome plaza is proposed for the
west end of Baltimore Street fronting on Mechanic, along a walkway
to a city parking garage that may become a night-time parking option.
The plaza upgrades the pedestrian experience along the Mechanic
Street sidewalk for 100,' providing landscape buffers, tall shade trees,
a landmark work of public art, interim shade structures, bike racks, a
wayfinding sign and seating.
This is the kind of setting that can work for (and the only place large
enough to accommodate) freestanding restroom. The Portland Loos
are designed to prevent problems commonly experienced with public
toilets, especially crime. They’re easy to clean, and employ common
components for easy replacement or upgrading.
With rounded anti-graffiti wall panels, open grating, and
interchangeable building components, every feature and placement
has a purpose, from the cabinet with cleaning supplies to the motion
sensors that let you know if someone is inside. Portland Loo’s function
and aesthetic will fit into the city streetscape better and more
economically than other options and provide a long-sought public

convenience for visitors to Baltimore Street events from early
spring through late fall. With a multi-year track record in more
than twenty cities, it has proven to be a durable and logical
solution, if planned correctly.
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Part 5: Street Plan Bibliography
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

“An inviting, bustling street life is the most compelling feature of a great downtown. People walking to destinations or strolling for pleasure, storefronts luring shoppers, services conveniently located and restaurants providing atmosphere with scents and sounds all combine to create memorable experiences and increase the desire to return. These widened sidewalks with street trees, landscaping, directional signage,
fountains, public art and improved street lighting have set the stage for a true revival of Downtown’s day and night street scenes” (www.houstondowntown.com).
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Part 6. Cumberland Historic City Center Public Art Master Plan
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Public art: the engagement of professional artists with the public in places where the interests and focus of the public are also engaged.

Cumberland Historic City Center

Public Art Master Plan
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6a. Public Art Master Plan
R e i m a g i n e

A Thumbnail History of Public Art

C u m b e r l a n d

In cities large and small, communal landmarks
grow from ordinary public spaces made
extraordinary by the creative engagement of
artists. Good public art builds the attachments
and weaves the interconnections that help
drive economic and community development.
As a result, public art is widely recognized as
an indispensable component in dynamic and
sustainable urban centers nationwide.
Public art has shaped the cultural identity of
our societies, for better and for worse, from
the time we lived in caves. From religious art
in the Renaissance to the mural programs
of the New Deal, art in the public realm was
often propaganda that carried the preferred
political, religious, and nationalist themes of
the dominant power structures to the public.

A historic shift in Western art started in the
late19th century and accelerated through
the vast mechanized horrors of two world
wars. Artists, like architects, began to rebel
against rigidity and dogma. They jettisoned
approved, decorative and traditional forms,
experimenting with a dizzying array of new
materials, techniques, and approaches.

In recent decades, the public art field has
grown rapidly in sophistication, maturity and
professionalism, its rise fueled by public art’s
usefulness in progressive urban planning
initiatives, by its flexible capacity to fill gaps
and by its inherent ability to engage audiences
creatively and memorably. As art education‘s
role diminished and social cohesion itself
came under siege from within and without,
public art’s proven capacity to connect people
across divisions of all kinds became a beacon.

Modern art was characterized by innovators
questioning long-unchallenged beliefs
and expectations and hierarchical systems
of all kinds. Searching for more authentic
expressions, liberated from constraints,
art exploded in new directions, reveling in
vastly expanded possibilities—and trusting
audiences to catch up.

Public art programs shifted from a museumlike quest for the finest objects and began
looking for thinkers and connectors, those
undaunted by the prickly truth that most
sites have multiple histories and contested
identities. The field began to value process
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over prestige, authentic creativity over
emulation and the timeless over the novel.
Today, hundreds of American cities benefit
from formal public art programs that prioritize
artistic quality and foster the kind of strong
processes and best practices that support
excellence. Public art has become even more
immersive and engaging as a result.
Some artists explore our shared past deeply,
excavating fresh perspectives, occasionally
sparking revelation or debate. Others look
forward, dismantling barriers and breaking
new ground in ways few recognize as valuable
at first; they too can spark revelation and
debate. Both types of artistic intervention—
deeper and forward—build a more
sustainable future.

6b. Public Art Master Plan
R e i m a g i n e

Standards of Excellence
What is Artistic Excellence?

C u m b e r l a n d

Site-specific public artwork should be:
1. Well-integrated with its context
through good cooperative
planning with the design team
2. Engaged with the unique sense
of place, its history, character,
identity and aspirations,

excellence of process, strong siting and
site integration, expert orientation and
scaling, effective methods of engaging
public interaction, and the work’s ability
to draw visitors and residents into new
perspectives, new conversations and new
ways of relating to their world.

Excellence is THE critical factor in successful
public art, but what constitutes artistic
excellence evolves over time as society and
culture change. This does not prove quality is
subjective but hints that it is relational.
Much of an artwork’s impact can come
from how it engages with or confronts its
time, culture, and circumstances. Great art
often takes up a contrary stance to offset or
overcome certain limits. It can take time for
people to catch up to the artist's vision.

So many factors influence how well a
public artwork can do its job, and so many
strategies are possible, that it is all too
easy to overlook two fundamentals: first,
success in art is driven by excellence, which
is established by the vision of the artist.
Second, the priority must always be to find
the best artist for the job and give them
everything they need to accomplish it.

While artworks cannot be pigeonholed, they
can certainly be multi-faceted and multilayered, or deceptively simple,
Thus, metrics for art can vary. Adding to the
confusion, the term “artistic excellence” is often
used imprecisely. Depending on context the
word can mean composition, taste, technical
feats, creativity, rigor, risk-taking, vision and so
on. Each is one aspect.

This reduces the many questions in public
art to one: How far can you go to find the
best artist for the job? How far in dollars?
Geographically? Politically? How far in
accepting tradeoffs, like the time required
to search, or to wait on their schedule?

In public art, artistic excellence encompasses
artistic vision, artistic integrity, authenticity,
accessibility, quality of craftsmanship,

We propose the list of metrics on the right
to evaluate artistic quality.

Standards of Excellence
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3. Engaging for and with the public.

An artist can be evaluated based on:
1. Quality of completed work
2. Recognition within the field;
institutional recognition
3. Critical & public response to work

Artistic excellence of a given public
artwork can be evaluated based on:
1. Artistic beauty and originality
2. Skill/technique/craftsmanship
3. Inherent meaning
4. Uniqueness
5. Fulfilled intent
6. Authentic response to site,
context, sense of place
7. Significance of the artist and
work's place within the artist's
development

6c. Public Art Master Plan
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The Role of Vision

C u m b e r l a n d

Vision comes first.
Every color has a complement that brings it
to life—as long as only a little is used, not too
much. Every environment needs surprises,
a little visual interest, some creative tension
to make it interesting and fun, to make it
into a conversation, a respectful challenge to
Received Wisdom, a playful retort to officially
approved versions of reality, or an unexpected
exploration of what it means to be alive.
Every city risks losing young people when
the city becomes staid. The loss of the most
gifted, curious, engaged and impertinent
young people is called Brain Drain. It
undermines communities that play it safe
or take their historic built environment or
themselves too seriously. Young people
hunger for new perspectives and new
thinking, and high quality contemporary art
is where those things are most easily found.
Ignore that hunger and young talent will head
for more interesting cities. This is one major
reason to include contemporary public art in
your downtown. There are several others.
Historic architecture needs to be challenged
visually to bring out its full beauty, to make
what we call history more of a conversation,
and to understand and appreciate it fully.

Contemporary art can add tremendous energy
and vitality to a historic district when driven
by vision.
Community health is reinforced when people
see and experience large scale, high quality
creativity in action. It is bolstered when
people argue about the merit of the art. It
is strengthened when art brings new and
different modes of thinking and expression
to bear. Art creates the missing balance and
livability in a city. Most of the city was built
for commerce, not creativity or nature. It is
therefore out of balance. It Is no coincidence
that cities have learned they need to integrate
both into downtowns to maintain their
economic health—and everyone's mental
health! The health of downtowns is all about
balance, diversity, change and discovery.

Right: The Dreaming,
created by the author and
a large team in glass and
paint to reinforce a historic
theater district and fill a
vacant wall of a landmark
historic building in the
city center of Frederick,
Maryland, with approvals
and easements from the
National Park Service, the
Maryland Historic Trust, the
Historic District Commission,
with funding from local
government, many private
citizens and art grants.

High quality public art is a critical strategy
to integrate social interaction, connection,
culture and learning into the physical design
of the city. There are over 300 percent-forpublic art programs established by law
across the nation. Civic leaders are clearly
convinced public art is a critical community
and economy-building tool. No significant
city serious about economic or community
development would try to do without it.
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6d. Public Art Master Plan: Goals & Values
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Historic City Center Public Art Program: Suggested Goals and Values
Artistic Excellence —Prioritize artistic
excellence in artists and artworks at every
stage, and excellence in process, including
artist selection, conception, design,
fabrication, installation, lighting, public
engagement, education, public programs, and
all communications.
Innovation —The job of the artist is to blow
everyone's mind. Be prepared to experiment &
take reasonable risks. Originality and creativity,
groundbreaking works and approaches—
these are the lifeblood of successful public art.
They send the message that Cumberland is
no backwater, it is wide awake, intellectually
and culturally engaged and open for business.
More people will see such works via photos
and news stories and want to visit.
Integration —Optimal integration of art,
site, context and programming at scales
appropriate to the street from the site design
process through community engagement and
any ongoing educational components.
Integrity —Be true to the authentic story and
don't shy away from the truth. Give artists
the creative freedom to explore. Faithfully
research and uphold the authentic stories of
the land and community. Welcome challenges
to official viewpoints as opportunities for

common ground. Accept layered narratives
and contested stories as a natural part of
community history.
Engagement = Interactivity = Connection —
Each artwork can create a zone of interactivity
(defined broadly), drawing residents and
visitors of all ages into relating to the art,
the street, and others. Communication,
conversation and interaction: the purpose of
the public realm.
Accessibility/Inclusion/Inviting to All —
Artworks naturally and easily welcome and
engage all people, fostering inclusion and
common ground. They reflect and respect a
diverse community and workforce. Support
public artworks with methods to engage and
educate the public at each stage of planning
and projects. As and where possible, share
creative ownership with other organizations
and stakeholders.
Stewardship of Community and Resources—
Build and maintain trust with the public
through openness of the public art vision.
Prioritize fewer artworks of stronger artistic
merit, physical durability and timeless appeal,
each engaging public interaction in a different
way that builds connections and fosters social
cohesion. Manage assets with foresight.
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Excellence, Innovation, Integration, Engagement

6e.i. Public Art Master Plan: Art Types
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Artist-Designed Cladding
•

Can be attached to a facade in reversible
ways, making no permanent change to a
structure.

•

Can be fabricated and installed by
contractors following the artist's design, for
economy, speed and increased capacity.

•

Play with light and color in subtle ways that
marry the structural repetition of the built
environment with the creativity of artistic
vision.

•

Every color has a complement that can
bring it to life. Every environment needs
accents to make it interesting, to make
it into an exchange between past and
present, to respectfully challenge and
question received wisdom and approved
versions of reality. Art brings new and
different modes of thinking and expression
to bear. Historic architecture becomes
richer if complemented by contemporary
elements that draw it out the way a friend
can be drawn out in a conversation,
revealing depths of meaning, allowing us to
see what we call history with new eyes.
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6e.ii. Public Art Master Plan: Art Types
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Pattern Murals
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•

Elements repeated in a rhythm with variations can
play beautifully against architectural forms and
expectations in ways that are gentle, spare, elegant.

•

Non-contributing facades can be transformed to
Integrate a vibrant new cultural dimension.

•

May provide incredible outstanding photos of
public art that is rare in a historic context, as well as
interactive photo opportunities ("selfie stations")

•

May engage young people or non-artists in their
creation.

6e.iii. Public Art Master Plan: Art Types
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Quiet Murals
Playing against expectations, using low contrast and low color
saturation, relying on the idea and quality of the drawing rather
than on high contrast or bright colors. quiet murals may be
unnoticed at first, but gain a different kind of impact by "pulling
the punch." They can:
• Become the signature art of the city
• Provide great photo opportunities
• Integrate whimsy into the street wall
• Transform non-contributing facades into quiet landmarks
• Make excellent promotional photos
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6f. Public Art Master Plan: Priority Locations and Sites
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

3
3
2

1

Site 1. Historic City Center Entry Plaza
An artistic tower for maximum visibility along
Mechanic Street, perhaps one that reaches
extends partially over the street for visibility
from the south. Please see next page.

Site 2. The Cumberland Honor Plinth
A multi-purpose plinth for both artistic and
community uses, designed for high visibility
and a prestigious setting. Who dares to accept
this challenge? Please see page 68.

Site 3. Pocket Park Backdrop Mural
A mural or pair that is not a focal point. Pattern
murals or quiet murals. Possibly a new genre:
ambient murals. Please see page 71.
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4
4

Site 4. Corner Landmark
Transforming this facade into a quiet, interesting landmark that creates a conversation
between the present and the past will add
greatly to Baltimore Street. Please see page 72.

6g. Public Art Master Plan: Site 1
R e i m a g i n e

Artistic Tower in the Welcome Plaza

C u m b e r l a n d

This level plaza at the entrance to
Cumberland's Historic City Center is an ideal
spot for an icon of identity for the entire city.
An artistic tower sculpture up to 20' tall on
this site will create a sense of arrival and call
attention to the city center as an important

light with water-like effects or that breaks the
light into its spectral components, casting
patterns of light and color on the light pavers
and white tensile shade structure below, is a
possibility.

cultural and civic destination – while the
modest size of a tower at its base conserves
plaza space. An industrial theme is an obvious
choice, but a lighter touch with abstract or
nature-themed works are also appealing for
this site. Glass that catches and reflects the

Artistic
Tower
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6g. Public Art Master Plan: Site 2
R e i m a g i n e

Honor Plinth

C u m b e r l a n d

One of the most prominent spots in the city
will be the Honor Plinth, where sculptors
compete for the honor of providing a temporary
sculptural centerpiece for the downtown.
The Honor Plinth is seasonal. In winter it is used
to mount the city Christmas tree. Each year
an artist is selected to create a work for the
following year, to be displayed for six months,
from May through October. An alternative is to
create the plinth as a water feature in summer,
and use it for sculpture in the fall and/or spring
for a one- or two-month installation that is part
of an arts festival or other cultural event.
The plinth will be nicely finished in grey, raw
concrete, 18" in height, ringed by decorative
pavers for integration, with the capacity for
power and lighting for both the Christmas
tree and, as needed, for sculptures. It should
be designed with integral anchor points and
engineered for all imaginable purposes.
The Plinth will create a regularly changing
attraction downtown while drawing outside
attention to the city through competitions, each
unveiling, and images of the installed work.
It may encourage ongoing community dialog
about art and community.
Of course, good art costs time and money; it is
important to fund competitions well.
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6h. Public Art Master Plan: Site 3
R e i m a g i n e

Pocket Park Ambient Murals

C u m b e r l a n d

One artwork spanning both walls of the two
historic buildings whose blind sides face the
parklet—or two well-coordinated artworks,
one for each wall—can enrich and add
warmth to this central civic gathering area,
which is designed for relaxation as well as
events.

map section

This site is among the most prominent in the
city, but these two walls will one day be less
visible as the trees become taller, making the
bottom fifteen feet and the top twenty feet
most important.
This mural is unusual in that it is NOT a focal
point but an environmental artwork, I.e.
it merges or integrates smoothly with its
environment to the point that it may not
even be noticed by some visitors at first.
This space has two major focal points
(waterfall, Christmas tree/Honor Plinth).
Therefore this mural should not call
attention to itself but unify the two surfaces
with artistic treatments that do not pull the
focus. Creating large areas of color can be
an economical and effective approach in the
right hands. A palette of predominantly light
colors is recommended to allow the parklet
to remain well lit from both direct and
reflected sunlight by day.

example of art recommendation
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6i. Public Art Master Plan: Site 4
R e i m a g i n e

Corner Landmark

C u m b e r l a n d

For artworks to transform plain building
facades in historic areas, an inspired and deft
touch is required. Visual dominance is not.
Blind facades are a liability to a downtown
streetscape, and few economical treatments
exist to address them satisfactorily. This is not
a distinguished building, but it could be; it
offers an excellent canvas for beautification
through high quality public art. Private
owners can become enthusiastic partners
when a well-timed opportunity arises to affect
a transformation at a high level of quality,
durability and professional Oversight. There
are many precedents for creating public
art on private buildings through MOUs
and easements, and for the success of such
transformations in bolstering property values,
prominence and general good will and
economic success, all along the street.
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A quiet mural, a pattern mural or artistic
cladding that transforms this exterior into an
elegant, interesting landmark and creates a
conversation between the present and the past
can add greatly to Baltimore Street.
Artistic uplighting on a dimensional perforated
metal surface or on metal mesh would create
a shimmery texture at night, adding character
to the night presence of the street and helping
to unify it under a lighting master plan, as the
parklet waterfall is intended to do.
Murals may take a simple pattern approach
with interesting colors and forms that echo the
familiar patterns of the built environment. A
mural can be painted on panels for installation
onsite if it facilitates the process.

Part 7. Public Art Success Strategies
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Over the past few decades, public art as a field has matured, though
practices continue to be examined and codified.
This section contains the information most relevant to this project,
namely durability and maintenance criteria and artist selection
processes.
The high bar set for durability can be cleared by most artists with the
assistance of a good public art consultant or Experienced conservator,
and assuming the work is properly funded.
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7a. Durability & Maintenance Criteria for Commissioned Works
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

All permanent artworks commissioned for
Baltimore Street should:
• be durable, low maintenance and
appropriate to the location.
• be easy to clean.
• have a warranty against damage from
normal weathering and “inherent vice” for a
period of 2 years from installation.
• not in any way represent an “attractive
nuisance”
• not result in a special hazard from normal
public interaction and handling, including
any possible climbing hazard.
Artists shall meet standard engineering and
conservation criteria as specified on this page.
Artist Selection Criteria Related to
Durability and Maintenance
In an effort to assure that Cumberland
commissions permanent artwork that will
stand the test of time, each finalist artist or
artist team and their work will be reviewed
with the following criteria:
1. Record of artist’s or fabricator’s professional
achievements and/or training in technical
planning and execution of permanent
exterior work.
2. Responsibility and reliability during the
fabrication process

a. Record of adherence to cost and time
schedules.

3. Artists shall identify maintenance and
conservation needs prior to the fabrication
and installation of works. For all permanent
installations, the artist is responsible for
consulting with a conservator during the
design development phase of the project to
address the five areas listed below. The cost for
this should be borne by the artist and will be
identified as their responsibility in the RFQ and
in contracting.

b. Ability to produce technical details
of the installation of the work, special
requirements for installation, capacity
of existing structure (if any), and
identification of any required changes to
the site
c. Record of cooperation with other technical
professional consultants—fabrication, site
preparation, conservation.

4. Cumberland will arrange for a technical
review of the accepted design, including,
at the city’s discretion, possible review by a
conservator, to assess safety, durability and
future maintenance requirements of proposals
for permanent work according to the five
technical areas listed below.

Reviewing Durability and Maintenance
of the Artwork Design
Permanent work is expected to be permanent;
that is, not subject to deterioration, easy
to clean, safe to public, and shall not be an
attractive nuisance. Finalists and selected
artists are responsible for developing
appropriate material selections, engineering,
fabrication, and installation for long term
exterior exposure. Criteria for selected artists:

Five point technical review:
1. Materials Durability: Includes site
preparation materials, paints, pigments
and anti‐graffiti coatings or other needed
measures against vandalism.

1. Artists shall work with a qualified fabricator,
when applicable. Cumberland will check the
references for the fabricator.

2. Methods Durability: Includes elevation
from ground, balance, proximity to moisture,
exposure to salt or UV.

2. Artists shall submit engineered drawings
stamped by a qualified engineer licensed in
the State of Maryland, when applicable, in
order for final design to be accepted.

3. Maintenance Needs: Includes how often
artwork needs cleaning, what type of cleaning
and the propensity of materials to develop
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mold, rust or other damage over time.
4. Site Preparation: Includes wall preparation
(for murals) or materials for sidewalk surface
treatments or sculptures and any necessary
materials for preparing the site, and for
lighting.
5. Installation Safety: Includes safety of
proposed installation methods, materials and
equipment.
Documentation of Maintenance and
Conservation Requirements
All public art will eventually need some form
of maintenance and conservation. Therefore, it
is important to have a clear understanding of
each artwork’s maintenance and conservation
requirements, and any special qualifications
needed for those who will carry out the work.
The commissioned artist will be required to
submit a standardized Maintenance and
Conservation worksheet at the completion of
the project. This would include information
such as a listing of all materials used,
fabrication techniques, light bulb types or
paint numbers, recommended cleaning
techniques and a recommended cleaning
schedule, any special qualifications of
maintenance personnel, etc.

7b. Artist Selection Processes
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

Commissioning successful public artworks is
challenging under the best of circumstances.
The demand for artistic quality is especially
high in this city center zone, and the pitfalls
of mismatched art or uneven quality are
especially deep here. The most crucial step in
building excellence is the design of the artist
selection process.
Cumberland should establish strong, flexible
methodologies of artist selection that are
professionally managed to follow the best
practices in the professional public art
field. These practices are summarized in
the Methods of Artist Selection issue paper
from the Americans for the Arts’ Public Art
Network by Greg Esser (www.artsusa.org/
pdf/networks/pan/issue_paper.pdf ) and
PAN’s Artist Selection Process Resource Guide
(2013). This document draws on many years of
experience and discussion across the public
art field. Similar guidelines can be found
in the leading public art “how to” manuals,
such as Going Public (Cruikshank and Korza:
1988), New Works: A Public Art Project Planning
Guide (Fuller: 1988), and Public Art By the Book
(Seattle Office of Arts and Culture, 2005).
Four primary methods for artist selection
are 1) open competition (RFQ or RFP), 2)

limited competition, 3) direct selection and
4) nomination. The issue paper lists some of
the advantages and disadvantages of each
method. The choice of method employed
depends on the location, goals, budget,
and prominence of the artwork, as well as
the needs and desires of both stakeholders
and the city. Some methods require far
more administrative burden than others;
organizational capacity to manage multiple
processes must be a consideration in
designing each process.

artistic quality by deterring experienced and
capable artists from applying and for soliciting
work from many hungry artists without
compensation. For these reasons, RFPs should
be used sparingly, if at all.
Selection methods must be responsive and
flexible, adapting to site, budget, goals,
and other characteristics for each project.
Regardless of the selection method, each
proposed artwork should have individually
tailored criteria for artists that define artist
eligibility based on media type, recommended
approach, previous experience, and perhaps
geographic location.

The public art field’s recommended method
for most projects is the RFQ, often followed
by either an interview process or an RFP for a
small group of finalists (with compensation).

Who Recommends? Who Decides?

Certain situations and time lines make
direct selection processes appropriate,
such as prominent new works of sculpture
permanently integrated into a public place
that holds an important spot in the public
imagination.

Advisory Team
Gather an advisory team to evaluate public
artists and their concepts. The experience,
input, and insight that an advisory team brings
will help generate a positive outcome. We
recommend that team consist of:

RFPs can sometimes be appropriate for
temporary works and works by emerging
artists or where budgets are more limited.
However, RFPs are often faulted in the public
art field for placing a “low glass ceiling” on

• an architect and a landscape architect
experienced in public art
• construction and/or engineering staff
• a Cumberland staff person from Planning
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and Zoning, or perhaps a councilperson
• an art educator or curator or experienced
artist, preferably who has a connection to
Cumberland and an understanding of art in
an architectural context
• a public art consultant, as facilitator and
advisor
Each member of this team must be able to
abide by a conflict of interest statement they
will sign.
Before the art opportunity is announced, this
team should:
• View and discuss potential sites and art
types
• Review an outline of the artist call or the
qualifications requirements for a direct
selection process.
• Review the final artist call.
• Nominate people to serve on a jury, or
review the jurors names and qualifications,
or decide to be the jury themselves.
Jury Composition
If the advisory team becomes the jury, the
following members become non-voting
advisors: construction and engineering staff,

7b. Artist Selection Processes
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C u m b e r l a n d

county or city staff, and a professional public
art consultant. Cumberland should add one
government official, and a member of the
community at large.
In any case, a jury should be well chosen
and composed of a majority of visual and
design professionals such as architects
and professional artists who are trained or
experienced to understand the scale of the
built environments and the feasibility of
materials. Choose jurors of the quality you
hope the art will be.
Decision Process
The jury should be professionally facilitated.
They will make recommendations to
Cumberland (a short list of 2-3 artists/
proposals for each artwork to be
commissioned, or a recommended choice with
a couple options).
Commissioning a work of public art is a
significant event for Cumberland. Your
advisory team can help streamline the
approval process and provide professional
support, as needed.

Conflict of Interest &
Confidentiality Statement
Having a conflict of interest within an advisory
team or jury is a real problem, and will be even
more important if you decide to choose local
artists. Conflict of Interest policies are meant
to protect artists and Cumberland from the
perception of or from real prejudice. A Conflict
of Interest and Confidentiality Statement is
included in the Addenda. You can use this one
or customize it further to fit your needs.

• Artists are evaluated by their qualifications,
generally from a resume and images of
completed work

• Invite a “short list” of known artists to
review documents, take a site tour, and be
interviewed.

• Jury (could be a subset of your advisory
team or another group called together for
this purpose) can either:

• Make choices based on the interviews or
issue an RFP to 3-5 finalists

- select an artist based on the RFQ
responses
- interview finalists and then make a
decision (no fees to the artists)
- issue an RFP (Request for Proposals) to
finalists, who will develop a concept for
an artwork and present it to the jury. This
requires a stipend for the artists.

The jury and advisory team must keep the
information they have access to privileged and
confidential. Any statements on artists who
have won or lost commissions should come
only through Cumberland’s marketing and PR
efforts.

Open calls are a long, complicated and
expensive approach and usually reserved for
public art projects that include public money
(where it is required) or projects where the
widest array of options is needed.

Artist Selection Process Options
Open Competition

Paradoxically, many established artists will
not apply to open competitions, or they have
a staff member that sends out a nominally
personalized application to many RFQs and, if
they are a finalist, presents them to the artist
to decide to pursue the project or not.

• Call to Artist, broadly advertised — locally,
regionally, nationally, or internationally, as
appropriate.
• Call should be structured as an RFQ —
Request for Qualifications
• Any artist can apply

Invitational
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• Stipend required.
Limited Invitational
• Invite 3-5 artists to review documents, take
a site tour, and to develop a concept.
• Stipend required, along with travel and
lodging costs.
• The contract with the chosen artist would
include a design phase where they work
with Cumberland and develop the proposal
further.
Direct Selection
Usually most appropriate for monumental scale
artworks.
• An artist is chosen and invited directly
• The Artist is contracted and begins work —
including a site visit, materials review, and
concept development — on the schedule
included in the contract.
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Calls to Artists
Calls for Artists are always used for an
Open Competition and are usually used
for Invitational and Limited Invitational
Competitions. There are two basic types of
Calls:
RFQ — Request for Qualifications invites artists
to send:
• Qualifications, usually in resume form
• Images or past work, especially work
relevant to the Call
• A Statement of Interest specific to the
project, which may include a “brief
comment” about their artistic approach to
the project in question.
RFP — Request for Proposals
• Typically a 2nd stage to the jurying, the
RFP allows the jury to review conceptual
proposals before choosing the artist.
• Requires site visits or more extensive
written and visual information so the artist
is well educated about the site.
• Requires stipends for artists who create
proposals.

A Call for Artists should always include:
• A Call Summary — short to inform an artist
quickly if they are qualified and interested,
including who is issuing the call, the RFQ
deadline and project timeline, budget, and
if a certain type of art (sculpture, mural,
light) is being requested.
• A Project Description — an overview of
the project, what the artist is expected to
do, and who they’ll be working with (if, for
instance, it is a design-team project) and
who will provide oversight.

• Budget — the amount of money that will
be available to the artist for the work and
what you expect that to cover.

• For more information — Additional
resources artists may consult about various
aspects of the project, site, history, etc.

• Artist Eligibility — Geographic restrictions?
Artist teams? Are students eligible, or just
professionals? Is it important that they’ve
handled similar projects before? Equal
opportunity statement goes here.

• Questions? — Who should they contact?
How (Email? Phone?)? Is there a deadline
for questions?

• Application Requirements —Very specific
information about what application
materials you need from the artists and in
what forms and formats.

• Art Goals/Criteria — broad or specific

• Deadline — date and time, is it a postmark
deadline?

• Geographic and Site information — maps,
site plans, photos, etc., of the site and the
surrounding area. Include the function of
the site within the community, who uses it
and for what, degree of public access, and
any relevant history information. There may
be alternate sites. Finalists may be able to
help determine the site. Make sure you tell
them in the Call.

• Submission info — where (physical or
online?)
• Selection Process — basic outline with
dates, types of people on the selection
panel, number of finalists you expect and
what will be required of them (travel?
Skype interviews?), decision deadlines. If a
proposal will be required of finalists, state it
here, along with the stipend and whether
travel is covered to visit the site and/or to
present their proposal.

• Information about the Art location — if
you know it. Scale, dimensions, sight lines,
lighting, existing elements or structures,
materials, relevant architectural or
engineering information.

• Project Timeline — phases with dates, from
Call release through installation.
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Deciding Geographic Eligibility
Artist selection processes are designed to find
the best artist for the job.
Often this leads to conversations about the
role of local artists. There are circumstances
where restricting the geographic eligibility
makes sense:
• when the budget won’t allow for travel.
• when there is a desire for extensive
interaction between the constituents and
the artist over a longer period of time.
Most of the time, it is appropriate to pull from
the largest pool of artists that is practical:
• when the artwork will be sited in a
prominent or beloved public place:
• when you are creating a cultural amenity.
• when you desire the highest aesthetic
standards.

7b. Artist Selection Processes
R e i m a g i n e

C u m b e r l a n d

• when you are trying to build a cultural
destination.

there are other resources to assist you in the
addenda, as well.

• when you want to support a thriving local
artistic and cultural scene.

Public Art Programs that maintain lists of
national/international opportunities:

• when you want to garner a reputation for
quality.
Site Selection
Site selection, or at least site options, will be
part of discussions during the development
of, and stipulated within, the RFQ or RFP. The
site must be visible and/or accessible to the
public without charge and bring benefits to
the community. Experienced public artists
will often want to be part of the conversation
about siting and will need to have a thorough
understanding of the site. In an RFQ/
RFP process, the finalists are often given a
walkthrough of potential sites before they
prepare their RFP submissions. This helps the
artists gain the insight they need to provide
the most context-specific proposal.

4Culture (Seattle/King County)
www.4culture.org/
City of Las Vegas Arts Commission
www.lvartscommission.com/artistopportunities/
CaFÉ
www.callforentry.org
This is also a call management system.

Promoting the Call
If you decide to administer an open call, below
are a few places to start your promotion.
The public art consultant handling the call
will provide a more comprehensive list, and
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The Addenda for this plan will be delivered as separate pdf and Word
documents. Below is the list of documents included in the addenda.
Addendum A, the Definitions of Select Terms follows this page, as it may
be helpful while perusing this document.
A. Definitions/Glossary of Terms
B. Calls for Artists Info
b1. PAN Call for Artists Guide Abridged
b2. PAN Call for Artists Resource Guide
b3. Call Resource List
b4. Conflict of Interest Statement
C. Durability & Maintenance
c1. Deaccession Policy Sample
c2. Outdoor Sculpture Maintenance
D. PAN Artist Selection Processes
d1. AFTA Artist Selection Document
d2. Artist Selection Process Resource
Guide
d3. PAN Issue Paper
E. PAN Best Practices in Public Art 2016
e1. Powerpoint
e2. PDF

F. Work of Art Commission Agreement
f1. PAN Annotated Model Contract
f2. PAN Annotated Model Contract in
Word
f3. Public Art Private Developer Contract
G. Public Art Monograph
H. Social Impact of the Arts Study
I. Modern Parking Policy
J. Public Restrooms
K. Role of the Arts & /culture in Planning
L. Knight Foundation: Soul of the
Community Study Findings
M. Smartgrowth: Rebuilding Downtown
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Accessibility: Refers to art being sited in
places that are open to the public, and also
to art that can be widely understood and
appreciated.
Administrator: The executive assigned
to manage the project(s), advised by and
sometimes represented by a professional art
consultant(s).
Agreement: Any written agreement
pertaining to the planning, design,
development, fabrication, delivery and/
or installation of an Artwork, including
but not limited to letters of intent (LOIs),
memorandum of understanding (MOUs),
commission agreements, contracts and/or
construction or installation agreements.
Artist: Individual artists or artist teams.
Artistic Excellence: The highest level of
artistic endeavor, in concept and in craft; it
encompasses artistic vision, artistic integrity,
authenticity, quality of craftsmanship, strong
siting, orientation and scaling, how it engages
the public and its ability to draw them into
new perspectives and new ways of relating to
their world.

Artwork: Unless otherwise restricted by
the language of the particular statement,
and excluding ancillary deliverables such as
budgets and maintenance manuals, “Artwork”
includes any permanent and/or temporary
work of art as defined in the scope of work of
an Agreement.

Collaboration: Working together to create
something
Community: 1. Any group of people who
co-exist more or less peacefully. 2. Any
group of people with interests in common
or collectively vested in a place, a common
cultural experience, or a set of shared values
or interests that create areas of common
experience or understanding. The term
“community” is often used imprecisely;
sometimes it masks a lack of rigor, particularly
if the speaker implies a unified experience or
outlook that does not in fact exist.

Best Practices for Public Art Projects is
a document from the Public Art Network
of Americans for the Arts that outlines
professional practices for administrators
and artists, as well as guidelines for drafting
and executing public art policy, that were
compiled consensually over twenty years
of practice, dialogue, and debate within the
professional public art field nationally. These
practices are known to foster excellence and
uphold ethics in the process of selecting
artists and contracting with them to create
works of public art. The list is maintained and
made available by the Public Art Network of
Americans for the Arts, and updated from time
to time as areas of consensus become clear.

No community is monolithic or conflictfree; identifying any group as a “community”
is useful and accurate only in the most
general way; groups often have many
internal differences, diffuse boundaries and
overlapping layers of subgroups with varied
interconnections within and without.
Community Attachment: The degree to which
people who live in a particular place positively
identify with and want to remain part of that
community.

Co-Creation: When an artist invites others,
often the non-art public, to be involving in
art making in a way and to a degree that the
design or meaning of the art is shaped by their
participation.
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Community Engagement: the process
of actively establishing a connection or
relationship with a group or community
for a joint benefit or to create a collective
experience or process of education,
understanding or deliberative decisionmaking
Creativity: the ability to transcend traditional
ideas, rules, patterns, relationships, constraints
and create meaningful new ideas, forms,
methods, interpretations. Originality,
progressiveness, or imagination. “Giving
the world something it didn’t know it was
missing.” 		
— writer Daniel Pink
Diversity: The inclusion of different peoples
or things; in art, often the conscious inclusion
of a variety of art types and styles including
those that reflect the community or extend
outside the boundaries of the community in
which the art will be viewed.
Economic Development: Consciously
engaging in activities that create a net gain of
funds and affluence for the community, and
business, non-profit and government sectors.
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Engagement: Civic engagement means
working to make a difference in the civic
life of our communities and developing the
combination of knowledge, skills, values and
motivation to make that difference. It means
promoting the quality of life in a community,
through both political and non-political
processes.
— Civic Responsibility and Higher 		
Education, edited by Thomas Ehrlich

Genius Loci: In classical Greek and Roman
times, the guardian deity of a place. Today
it means the distinctive atmosphere or
ambiance of a place or its pervading spirit that
can help guide sensitive design professionals.
Depending on the place and its history, genius
loci can also be thought of as the ordering
principle of a locale or town or city.
Goals - The most important desired outcomes.
Humanism is a progressive lifestance that,
without theism or other supernatural beliefs,
affirms our ability and responsibility to lead
meaningful, ethical lives capable of adding
to the greater good of humanity. Humanism
is a rational philosophy informed by science,
inspired by art, and motivated by compassion.
Affirming the dignity of each human being,

it supports the maximization of individual
liberty and opportunity consonant with social
and planetary responsibility. It advocates the
extension of participatory democracy and the
expansion of the open society, standing for
human rights and social justice.
— American Humanist Association
Icon: In public art, an artwork that becomes
the representative symbol of a place; most
often large scale and prominently placed.
Inclusion is the active affirmation of the
value of all individuals regardless of surface
differences such as ethnicity, age, sexual
orientation, and economic background.
“Inclusion puts the concept and practice
of diversity into action by creating an
environment of involvement, respect, and
connection—where the richness of ideas,
backgrounds, and perspectives are harnessed
to create ... value. Organizations need both
diversity and inclusion to be successful. “
— T. Hudson Jordan, Director, Global
Diversity & Talent Strategies, Pitney Bowes, writing
for Diversity Journal

Innovation: The application of ideas that are
novel and useful. — author and professor David
Burkus
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Innovation Hub: a regional center for
innovation and quality job creation based on
commerce created around new ideas
Integration: In public art, when an artwork is
designed, sited, and installed in a way that will
create harmony, an orderly visual hierarchy
and a comfortable urban design. Artworks can
sometimes become so integrated with their
site that a viewer cannot tell which parts are
art an which are not.
Interactivity: the process of two or more
people or things working or talking or relating
together to the point they create some
influence on each other, however fleeting it
may seem
Kinetic: In public art, when an artwork
responds with motion to any variety of inputs
— wind, sun, rain, touch, gravity, etc.
Landmark: A conspicuous artwork or other
object that is well known for marking its
location and is heavily used in informal
wayfinding (more than actual wayfinding
signage!).
Placemaking, as the term is used in this plan,
is the process of shaping as many dimensions
and elements of a public space as possible
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to reinforce the identity of the place while
creating an accessible, welcoming, attractive,
comfortable, sociable space that people
naturally gravitate to, linger within and want
to return to. Design strategies prioritize vitality
and sustainability by smoothly facilitating
multiple overlapping patterns of use in
synergy with each other throughout the day.
For example, early breakfast in a sidewalk cafe,
a burst of pedestrians moving along a path
to get to work, several families exploring an
interactive fountain, a productive business
lunch, a romantic stroll at dusk, a public
concert in the evening and a quiet late night
conversation on a well-placed bench.
Strategies include clear and convenient
patterns of access and circulation, the skillful
selection and arrangement of high quality
materials and finishes, a graceful balance
between areas of landscape, hardscape
and open space, and well-considered street
furnishings and public art, all within a
unified plan and layout and according to the
principles of good design.
Such spaces commonly prioritize comfort
and reflect the aspirations and identity of the
community and the common good.
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Professional Public Artist: An artist interested
in the specific opportunities and challenges
involved in the engagement with a non-arts
public, and experienced in creating works
for public places at a scale appropriate to the
built environment. The profession involves
regular communications and coordination
with various publics, clients and government
agencies throughout the process of designing,
creating, and fabricating works of art for public
places.
Priority Public Art Sites: Sites optimally placed
to yield maximum visibility and impact for
public art due to their strategic or communal
nature. Examples include a public plaza
fronting on the primary approach street, a
green space on axis with a major boulevard, or
a much-used public plaza within a downtown.
Priority public art sites are often too important
and visible not to landmark.
Public: Everyone that will have access to
the space, usually highly variable by age,
background, and interests; occasionally
variable by location, season or time of day.
Public Art is more than art placed in public
places. It is art specifically designed to take
advantage of the unique opportunities and

constraints associated with an ongoing
engagement with the non-art public.
Public Art Master Plan: A written, detailed
road map for the implementation of public art
in a city or zone that optimizes the investment
and outcomes via recommended strategies
to uphold artistic excellence and for art siting
and types, for standards and methods for
public engagement and communications, and
for identifying issues and challenges along
with recommended solutions.
Public Participation: Engaging the public
in decision making of one sort or the other;
can be to engage them in public art decision
making or in public art creation.
Segregation: Separation of individuals or
groups based on irrelevant, superficial or
meaningless distinctions.
Site-Specific Public Art: Public Art designed
and sited for — and in creative engagement
with — a specific place, time and context.
The artist has gone to whatever lengths
necessary to adequately understand the
layers of meaning within the site’s history and
meanings. Many public art processes only dip
into context enough to claim site-specificity.
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This common practice produces only a weak
imitation of site-specific public art.
Suburban Sprawl: When urbanized areas
encroach upon the rural landscape, especially
inefficient and disordered growth. Characterized
by low-density, single-family homes and
new road networks spreading into wild lands
and agricultural areas outside of cities, thus
dependent on motor vehicles.
Terminus: An end, as of a pathway, route,
railway or view.
Urbanized: To become city-like in character.
Three things define a city as a city today:
opportunities to live, work and play, all in the
same area. "Urban" and "urbanity" comes from
an ancient word meaning "fortified center"
where security co9ncerns caused people to
live in close quarters with each other and were
forcing them to broaden their horizons and
learn tolerance and civility (ie culture, inclusion
and manners) as a result. After years of sprawl,
cities have again emerged at the forefront of
human strategies for survival, giving culture,
inclusion and civility new relevance.

Vision - the core component of both artistic
excellence and successful revitalization, vision
is the single most vital and creative force
in art or any other field. Vision is a human
faculty based in imagination, wisdom, insight
and empathy that makes it possible for an
individual human being to see powerful new
possibilities for a longstanding, seemingly
unpromising situation, system, or milieu that
creates a fundamentally new change or force
or framework with far-reaching value. Vision
is the most fundamental act of creation. It
can rearrange the status quo and reorder
everything in its path.
Values has two distinct meanings.
- Principles or standards that are upheld
throughout a project or a lifetime as a matter
of course due to their intrinsic importance,
such as integrity, excellence, inclusion or
efficiency.
- In design, the structure of relative dark and
light tones ("tonal range"). It is primary, since
the range of values, not colors, is the dominant
information in our visual field.
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